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THE OBERLIN NEGRO AND HIS CHURCH

A study of the Negro churches
in Oberlin, which takes into consideration
their history, programs and problems, in the
light of the economic, social and cultural
life, for the purpose of improving the
churches and assisting the Negro people .
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PREFACE
This theSis is the result of a study which
represents an interest in a group of
i ty churches.

ill~adjusted

commun-

For a long tinle I have been interested in

the Negro and his church life here in Oberlin.

While the

background out of which these churches grew and the environment in which they operate are superior in many ways
to those of most cOnlIDunities, the churches themselves
are definitely sub-model.

MY

ultimate objective has been to

invest~gate

the aforesaid topic with the hope of discovering problems
that are preventing the churches from expanding and serving
the community, as well as to help them

fi~

a way to render

a more effective service.
I make speCial acknowledgment to Oberlin Library
for the generous use of its files and information that has
contributed to this study.

I am equally grateful to the

Oberlin Division of Lorain County Department of Health;
the Mayor; and the Superintendent of Schools for the use
of files and records; and to the ministers and friends who
have given valuable suggestions.

INTRODUCTION.

It is quite generally recognized that during
the past few years the Negro churches in Oberlin
(that is., churches attended by and f:or the most· part
supported by the colored people) and the secular
community lif:e have become increasingly cognizant of
one another.

Suff:ice to say, this awareness is not

the kind that leads to positive church and community
unity, hence the feeling of responsibility for each
other in a common task is frequently misunderstood.
The contrast between the church and tne secular
community life is noticeable because of the everwidening gap between the two.

This contrast is

sharpened by the differences in the religious interpreta tions and prograJllS of the local Negro churches.
It is more and more difficult for the
secular community to understand, to be challenged by,
and work with a divided church whose objectives and
aiJllS are almost lost for lack of clarification, unity
and definition.

Much of this confusion is due, doubt-

less, to the change in the structure and life of the
SOCiety in which the Negro church has to operate.

The

economic, social and religious life of the Negro people

-2-

ot Oberlin,

a$

well as the failure of the church to

change its program to meet the everchanging
needs and
.
.
interests of the commtmity, are at the bottolll ..of the
problems that will be considered in this thesis.
It is difficult to present the problems ot
this thesis in one brief statelllent., because of the many
complicated
.
... factors involved.
.

'

',

The problem that is foremost at the outset,
and the one which seems to motivate
.... this study,: falls
into two divisions:
(1)

An tmadjusted

Negr~ . church

in a changing

society, with inadequate budget and equipment to
meet the needs of the people;
(2)

The economic
,--

probl~m

of the Negro . people,

which expresses itself in the standard of living, as
well as limiting their cultural and social life.
For the past tour years I have been vitally
interested in a local Negro church as its minister, as
well as in the condition of the lite of the people the
Negro church has to serve.

It has been my hope to do

something constructive for each of the Oberlin Negro
churches.

An interest in

comu~ity

well-being from the

standpoint of the local church has likewise motivated
this study.

Its supreme purpose
is. to study the back.
ground and history of the Negro people in Oberlin, the
""-.

development of their churches, the programs and problems

-3-

of these chu:ches, the relationship of these to the total
life of the people, and to suggest principles growing out
of the study which will s trengthen the life and service of
the church, and thereby s eek to enrich the Oberlin Negro.
The investigation, especially
the first part of
.
'

the study, will make use of the historical approach.

It

will draw from a study of summary reports, as well as from
records of the local churches; from community survey data
f '"

.

. , .

and interviews with local churCh

from former theses

mem,be~s;

on the subject of the Negro in Oberlin, and also from church
..

'.

•

•. .','; c . . .

• .

officers, ministers and residents of the co=unij;y.
thesis is limited

large~y

The

to three of the Negro churches.

The other two churches expressed a willingness to co-operate
in the study, but stated that their records would not warrant
filling out a questionnaire.

Nevertheless, the leaders of

these two churches talked freely about their work during an
interview and gave most of the information desired.
From three to five survey blanks were filled out
by each of the churches

co~operating.

The questions were

answered by the minister or some one designated by him.
Fifteen other questionnaires bearing on the churches and
their relation to the , community, with an estimate of success
. •

•

and the quality

.

o~

' 1'1 ,

'"

~

s,ervices, were ,filled

o~t by

citizens

of the community who were not officers in any of the churches,
but who are well-known residents, whose ,knowledge
of the
,.'
~""

. '

community made them eligible to give valid and informative
statements.

-4-

The most resourceful method has been the interview.

The method of preparation for this particular study

covers three years, during which time a total of seventytwo interviews were held, with local people of various ages,
groups . and denominations.
,"

.

In most of the interviews the

~

~."

people shared freely their experiences and then raised
questions which gave added light to the vexing problems con'' '. "'

fronting the various churches.
The conditions under which the facts pertaining to
my study are gathered, and the sharp criticism and reaction

of the people against any study which seems to make them the
subject of discussion, limit both the research method and
the extent of interpretation to a compromise.
consideration the

~timate

Without~this

results of the thesis, as set

forth in its objective, would be defeated.

Evidences of

this may be seen in the united reaction of the colored people
to a thesis submitted to the College in 1924, which resulted
in its being withdrawn
from public use and made the writer
...
-.
"

an object of public criticism.
)t.

"

The interpretation of the material of this thesis
will be made in the light of a comparison and evaluation
scale of the Negro church and programs presented in t he
"Negro's Church," by B. E. Mays and J. W. Nicholson.
This study will describe the Oberlin

situati~,

rather than explain it, and proposes to consider the following questions:

(1)

What is the background out of which

the local Negro church grew?

(2 )

What are the program,

l~adership, resources and problems of the Negro church?

-5-

(3)

What is the relationship of the church to the total

Negro life of the community? and (4)

How can the church be

of the greatest help to the community?
Analysis and attempted answers to these questions
form the basis of this,study.
An approach to the problem will be made in the
chapter to follow, which will consider the background of
the Oberlin Negro church.

*

*

Throughout the thesis, the singular form "Church Tl will
be used, but it is used in the plural sense and implies
all of the local churches incorporated in this study.

- 6-

CHAPTER I
THE

~~GRO

IN OBERLIN'S HISTORY

~~

BACKGROUND

The coming of the Negro to Oberlin
much his

o~n

.

Wb.S

not so

choice as it was his being Chosen.

As a

slave on the southern plantation he was unaware that
there was a place called Oberlin.

Li ttle did l'le realize

that people here were 1;mrking for his freedom; not until
he was involved as the leading character in the system
known as the "Underground Railroad" did Oberlin become
for him a place of refuge in his perilous escape to
Canada.

For some of these refugees from southern

tyranny Oberlin became a perllianent place of abode.
The background from wl1.ich tlJ.e Oberlin Negro
came is wide and varied.

Many of the arcestors of the

early Negro families ..ho had settled in Oberlin by 1900
could be traced to eleven southern states:

Kentucky,

Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, ;';ississippi, Alabama
and Louisiana.

Of the eleven states represented prior

to 1900, information frolli interviews shows that Virginia
furnished the largest number and Loui,s iana the smallest
number.

1.

1

This information is from estinllite& secured from
early settlers in Oberlin (personal intervie11'."s (1939).

-7Coming as they did from eleven different states,
it is natural to expect that their life and interests
woUld vary accordingly.

An insight into the life they

lived in these southern states woUld tell us a lot and
help us to

underst~d . their

desires, ambitions and needs.

In the foreground of this picture, influencing
Negro life and thought, stands the southern plantation
owner.

His influence shoUld not be underestimated.

In

many instances he was a good molder, in others he was
bad, making due allowances for the grade of clay upon
which he had to work.

It is reasonable to assume that

what influenced the southern white and conditioned his
life and religious ideas did not completely· escape the
Negro who accepted the white man's way of life so far
as he was permitted.

Thus we see the Negro coming f.rom

the south with ideas and concept.s that involved great
faith.

This religion or faith in God promised him a

reward in heaven after death.
In coming to Oberlin the Negro came to more than
just a small northern village with a different climate.
To the Negro, from the south to Oberlin was from slavery
to freedom.

It was the ·s ort of freedom which gave him a

hearty welcome, for here the people gave him an opportunity to work, study, play and worship with all the
rights of citizenship accorded to any other person.
The history of Oberlin in relation to the Negro
is unique.

It has been more significant than that of the

avel'age American town.

Almost froIn the outset Oberlin

-8-

has stood for justice and equality of opportunity for
every man regardless of his race.

Oberlin is also unique

because, unlike most small towns, its chief source of
income has been the College, which limits or influences,
in many respects, the type of people who come here to
live.
The Negro who sought Oberlin as a place of refuge
found courage for his lost confidence.
f~ar,

Behind him he left

disgust, astonishment and fixed moods, but the re-

storative led him to opportunity, equality, freedom of
worship and sympathetic guidance.

That the foregoing

factors were
, .a ' prelude to his religious development is
shown in part by the vision that was apparent in earlier
settlers.
tlOberlin, both town and college, was founded
in 1833 by John J. Shipherd and Philo P. stewart. The first settlers were New Englanders
chosen by Mr. Shipherd~ and required by him to
assent to a declaration of principles called
tiThe Oberlin Covenant." These people were
essentially religious, and they therefore held
church services from the start, although their
only organization was the tlcovenant.tI In the
spring of 1834 :Mr. Shipherd secured from the
s~ate legislature a charter for the so-called
"Oberlin Society," an organization of the
villagers who were thus empowered to hold and
convey property and to attend to all nec essary
public matters both secular and religious.
The Church as such was organized in
August, 1834, with sixty-one members and was
named 'The First Church of Christ in Oberlin.'

11

1.

In 1835, two years after its founding, Oberlin
College faced the problem of the American Negro for the
first time.

With the growth of abolitionism in the North,

tile beginning in many states of the hot debates on the
1.

~. H. Chapin, The First Church in Oberlin, History
and Hopes, p. 1.
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wrongs of slavery and the necessity of freedom, and as an
incident in that movement, the disruption of Lane Seminary
(a theological school in Cincinnati), a large contingent
of students joined with Oberlin.

The necessity for a

definite stand regarding the colored man became manifest.
On the side of the Negro, there was the founder, "Father
Shipherd," and three other great leaders:

Fl.nney, Morgan,

and Mahan, who come later; opposite stood the conventions
of

t~e

time, popular sentiment, the fBar of the untried and

the unknown.

The fortuitous, pioneer leaders, eight pro-

fessors, and ten thousand dollars opened the doors of the
old Oberlin Institute to Negroes.

This incident happened

thirty years before slavery ceased to be a law in the
American Constitution.

strange as it may seem, there were

no colored students at that particular time seeking admission, and besides, only one colored person resided in
the county.

However, one colored man followed the students

from Lane Seminary a few months later.
Prior t o

t he 150lS only a few colored families settled

in Oberlin permanently, but as the Civil War approached,
several hundred persons had found refuge here.

Assured of

a kindly welcome, an opportunity to work, so far as work
was available, and of educational opportunities, both in
t ne public school and College, they felt unshackled.

It

u.s only the harsh Ohio "Black Laws" and federal enforcecle.nt of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 that kept the number comparatively low.

-10With such contributing factors, Oberlin became a
station on the "Underground Railroad,1I about which many
stories are told of both colored and whites who attempted
to give comfort or assistance to fugitives on their way to
Canada.

The record reveals no violence ever done to slave

catcher nor police, but students and townspeople, with the
few Negroes present, repeatedly united to discourage or
block them in their efforts.
Dr. Leonard, in his "story of Oberlin" in 1898,
gives a panorama of the Negro group and of the atmosphere
in which it grew.

He writes:

1INearly one-fifth of Oberlin's population, the colored people, dwell mainly
together upon certain streets, for the
most part upon the outskirts, though to a
slight extent scattered here and there wh~rever
able to purchase property.• " l.
Dr. Leonard does not say whether the inability to purchase
property in the better sections .of the· town was based upon
the unwillingness of whites to sell to colored people.
But a statement from Mildred Fairchild, whose home life
in Oberlin, whose training and experience with Oberlin
people, throw; light on this subject and u;.ake
her eligible
.
~.

,.\"

to say:

"Every record available pOints to
the latter explanation regarding the Negro
purchase of homes in the better sectaons of
Oberlin and vicinity." 2.

Dr. Leonard continues by saying that the colored people
i!

1.
•

easily divisible into three classes:

1'l a"lavan L. Leonarq. Story of OberliIl (1898) Boston, p. 44.
~ld.red Fairchlld,.The . OberUii. .Negro 1 iithesis ' (1924), p.17

-11"A considerable portion are intelligent,
industrious, well-to-do, tlloroughly respectable and in every way good citizer~."
"A few are considered to be superior
as blacksmiths, builders, and tradesmen. To
these are joined a considerably larger number of persons 'who are well-meaning and llarmless, but who are only semi-industrious,
seriously lacking in forethought; ambition
and energy, and who are content to live from
hand to mouth. Then there is one other . large
fraction, composed of the shiftless and worthless,shading off into the vicious and criminal life. These are given to drinking, petty
thieving, and related offences. Members of
this group were well known in the court room
and in the county ' jail. 11 1The position of the colored man in Oberlin, as

J

well as the characteristics of the group, are more difficult,
on the whole, to ascertain, than the story of his coming.
Charity was doubtless disl;lUI'sed rather freely at the outset.

Once the Negro was established, hOl'rever, there was

no longer any need of immedia.t e food, clothing and protection.

Naturally, he was expected to develop for him-

self an independent livelihood, and to conform to all the
rules and regulations of a citizen of the town.

For the

ost part,. the stories of the early days show him as conr urming t o the will of the community, as one ready to do
his best to prove his· worth.

Obviously, there· were ex-

ceptions to this general practice, as there will be in any
CQU~;unity,

irrespective of r ace , but fortunately they were

unC O/ilLlon.
One kind and considerate observer writes of the
colored people in Oberlin in 1883:
"The colored element has gradually
increased until it has become a fifth part
of the population. There are among them
1:l-91r"Tan t. T,eonard,

story of Oberlin (1898), p •. 116 .
.

.'

,

-12;;"
several prosperous business men and
successful mechanics. A large proportion are day laborers. They are qUiet
and peaceable people in general, anxious for education for their children,
and on the whole gradually improving. 1I 1.
Negro Population and Growth:
Back in 1850 the Negro represented about 10%
of Oberlin's population.
doubled.

By

1860 the percentage had

As a matter of fact the Negro group remained

about a fifth of the total population until 1890, when
tne percentage dropped to 16%.
J

ary until 1910.

There it remained station-

From 18.2% in 1910 the percentage rate

dropped to 16.0% in 1920 before rising to its highest peak
in Oberlin's history, 22.4% in 1930.

The gradual decrease

from 22.4% in 1930 to 21.5% in 1934 represents a loss of
67 persons.

The decrease of 67 Negroes in Oberlin froW

1930 to 1934 may be due to many factors, such as those that
operate in the social and economic structure in the lives
of urban people.

There is, however, one cause for the de-

crease which seems to stand out above the rest, and that is
the retrenchment of the industrial program.
that during the

pro~perous

It so happened

days before 1929 and 1930, many

Negroes came to Elyria and Lorain to work in the steel and
iron industries, and inasmuch as the industries had made no
arrangements for hOUSing the new and incoming workers they
settled in" towns nearby.

For that reason some came to Oberlin

wllere the rent was more reasonable, and also because they
eQUId commute with reasonable convenience.
;r. II. Fai:I;:chnd~

A number of such

Jber lin Colony and College, p. 114.

-13workers moved to Oberlin, where they were listed in the 1930
census, but by 1934, when they were out of work and could no
longer pay their rent, many drifted away from here, either to
their former homes or wherever they could find work.

Conse-

quently, there is a decrease of 4% in the Negro population.
The 1930 census assigned to Oberlin village '4,292

Of this number, 956, or 22.3%, are Negroes.

individuals.

According to the survey made by Mr. F. M. Zorbaugh, there
were 1,016 Negroes in Oberlin in December, 1932, with 255
colored families.

The colored people in Oberlin in 1930

formed nearly one-fourth of the population.

The following

Table gives the population of white and colored as shown by
the U. S. census figures since 1860.•
TABLE I.
Population:
,Qate
Total
Population
Negro
Population
Per cent.
Negro

*

White and Colored in Oberlin. 1860-1930

l860

1870

l890

1 9QO

1910

. ',' '~ Jt\ ' ," '.

1920

1930

i" .;

2115

2888

4376

4082

4365

4236

4292

422

612

683

641

789

666

956

19.9

21.1

15.6

15.7

18 .1

1 5 .7

22 .3

\, ....... i«...~ ~ ,,1

• '"

.,~~ "" .

There is a difference of opinion among both white
and colored people regarding the census figures for 1920,
and the reason for the decrease of

ov~lOO

Negro people shown

bet ween 1910 and 1920 is not indicative of the probable situa tion.

The prevailing impreSSion of an increase during the

m1, rd tory years immediately follOWing the European War, the
F.

• Zorbaugh,

Facts Concerning Oberlin (A survey-1935)
p. 1.

-14surfeited condition of labor, and the slow but steady growth
of real estll.te purchase, are listed as the foundatlion for the
opinion.
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION IN OBERLIN BY RACE
FOR THE YEARS 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1934,
ACCORDING TONUMBEH AND PEH CENT.
(The three census years are taken as being:;'!l,f lpresentative of the medium and highest peak in
Negro population. The year 1934 is taken because it is the period following the lastcensus, which shows a definite change in popula-'
tion, especially in this community, and, too,
because a survey was taken of Oberlin in that
year, hence the date compiled makes a convenient
comparison. )
TABLE II.
Class of
Population

*,

1920

1910

1930

1934

%

No.

%

No.

%

No.

%

'White

3576

81.9

3570

84.3

3336

77.7

32~3

78.5

Negro

789

18.1

666

15.7

956

22.5

895

21.5

Total

4365

100.

4236 100.

4292

100.

No.

4168

100.

It will be observed that the relative proportion of
W~grQ and white population has changed during the span of

these years.

Since 1920 the white element of the population

Ilcreased in both number and per cent., while the Negr 0

elewBnt has increased up to 1930.

F.

• ?'orbaugh.

w
_ac t s t a k en f rom U. S' . Cens us repor t
and local survey of Oberlin.

-15"In July, 1924, a group of colored men
themselves undertook a census of their own
numbers~
This group, under the auspices of
the Men's Civic Club, found a total of 841
resident Negroes in town." 1.
APparently, these included 210 families as well as several
households of urunarried persons.

According to these figures,

the average Negro family in 1924 consisted of four persons.
For the impression of an increase in the colored population
d~ing

the period 1910-1920 I find no evidence, except a

general migration of southern Negroes northward, and subsequently, the large settlement in Clevelar.d and other industrial centers in the vicinity.

There is the possibility

that some Negroes in Elyria might have gone there to work
in the foundries and steel plants, as well as in the National
Tube Company in Lorain.

The present City Directory shows

some such families to be living here today - approximately
eleven such families, or forty-four persons.
The following table shows where colored families'
dwellings were located in Oberlin - 1925 to 1937 inclusive.

:lldred'F'i-irchild, .

The Negro in Oberlin
Oberlin College Thesis
(1924), p. 18.

-16TABLE III .

street

No. of Families
1925

E.&: W.Co11ege
Fo:llk:ltte
Frankfort
Grafton
Groveland
E.&: W.Lorain
N.&: S.Ma-in
Maple
Locust
Oakland
Park·
Pleasant
parkwood
Railroad
South
sumner
Union
Vine
Edison
Total

*

4

9
1
12
21
20
23
1
28
.1
35
20
2
5
2
7
3

16
3
216

Loss

Gain

1957
3
11
1
19
22
37
21
1
13
1
46
33
1
0
1
10
3
28

1

2
7
1
11

2
15
11

13
I

5
1
3

12

3

248

25

60

The great majority of colored famili es are shownt·c live in
the south-eastern section of the village, with a generous
sprinkling into North Park, North Pleasant, North Main and
East Lorain streets.

Of these streets,

e~ht

are paved

completely and one partly paved, i. e., it has one unpaved
block on which twelve families reside; eight have no paVing,
although the road is partially improved.

Considering the

,Prv!-,ortbn of unpaved streets in Oberlin, the proportion of
un,aved streets in the south-east section is exceedingly
l~r ~e.

There are six streets fully unpaved, but these have

had ~i.nders thrown in rough places during the winter in

o

er to make travel possible.

* City

Six streets are partially pavad,

Engineer!s Records of. Oberlin (1937-1938)
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that is, have from one to two unpaved blocks on each end, or on
one end.

On the six partially paved streets are six unpaved

blocks., giving a total of sixteen unpaved blocks in Oberlin.
City water and sewers, for the most part, follow the
pavings.

Thus, some of the unpaved streets are left without city

water and sewage systems.

In short, where city service is lack-

ing, the homes are dependent upon wells and cistern for water and
upon the usual .!lout-houses" for toilet facilities.

Within the

city limits of Oberlin there are six streets on which fifty-five
houses have occupants that use outdoor toilets.

Of this number

forty-five families are colored and ten are white.
This description suggests that the Negro people are
more exposed to unhealthfUl living conditions than the whites.
The total life of the Negro people is influenced to some extent
by these conditions.

In interviews, twenty of the Uegro fam-

ilies expressed a desire to move to better streets with water,
or improve their homes with modern conveniences.
T~BLE

IV.

1~

1938)

Streets
1!lwav ed
follette
Ed ison
Fr mkfort
N. Professor
• Professor
~le

• Pleasant
• Park
r o ""land
P r ood

l60r ar.
~mna.r

t

Partially
Unpaved

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

sbeets

C

FUlly
Unpaved

X
6

6

I"ngineer I S Records of .Oberlin

No. Blocks
Unpaved
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
16

(1937-1938)

-17-bTABLE IV (B)
LOCATION

street

OF HOUSES WITH "OUTDOOR" TOILETS

No • . of Houses

Wnite

2

N. Professor
Parkwood
Sumner
Frankfort
Grafton
Follette

10
1

22

2
2
0
0
1
5

Total

55

10

6

3

17

Colored

*"

Total

2
1

10
1
16

17

45

3

10
1
17
22

55

Most of the unpaved blocks in Oberlin are
on streets where Negroes live.

Follette Street leads,

with three fully unpaved blocks.

Most of the Negro

people living far out on these unpaved blocks do not
have cars, and during rainy and bad weather they do
not attend church very much.

This affects church

attendance, and income.
The forty-five Negro families do not live in
these conditions because they want to, but becaus e
t i eir income is not enough to buy or rent modern houses
on paved streets.

'It

City :8ngineerts Records of Oberlin (1937-1938)
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According to Ohio state law, both paving and
sewers are installed, originally, at 98% property owners!
expense, and 2% village expense.

~his,

in part, explains

the lack of paving and s ewers in some of the secti ons
mentioned above.

The Negro people do not have money to

pay the 98% property owners' share for paving, in many
cases, thus they have to live on unpaved streets.
A BASE MAP OF OBERLIN WHCW1ING 1~GRO POPL~TION
BY PLACE OF RESIDENCE lUll STREETS.

An Explanation of the Map:
Each dot or mark on the Map represents an individual.
Where there were s everal individuals at the same address,
the dots were extended beyond the exact location, but still
remain within the approximate location, and always on the
proper street and within the proper block.

A few individ-

uals living with white families as maids have not been inc luded here, but the number designated does not exceed six
persons.
The illustration merely shows to what extent the
Oberlin Negro population is segregated according to geoiraphical distribution.
PO~Ulation

tl
&r

It is readily se en that the Negro

is concentrated in defiti1te localities rather

ci ispersed more or less uniformly throughout the entire
a U the community.

The principal conoentration of

"&roes appears:
1.

...

.:. .
4.

The southeastern section of the village----------72%
Along Follette street, parallelling':the rai lroad-- 4%
Along East Lorain and North Park Streets-------- 15%
North central section between N. & S.Pleas ant sts~ 9%

-19-

A clearer picture of the Negro in his relation to
Oberlin may be suggested by a comparison in age distribution ~
of Negroes and whites.

In such a comparison the figures

available make it convenient to consider three age
1.
2.
3.

~ups:

Under 15 years.
15 to 45 years.
Over 45 years.

When such a division is made, 26.5% of the Negroes,
as compared with
15 years of age.

18.~fo

of the whites, is found to be under

Thus the proportion of Negro youth to the

total Negro population is greater tharl that of the white
youth to the total white population.
When the older age groups are considered, the
relative proportion of whites exceeds that of the Negroes.
In the age group'. 15-45 , for example, are found 42.3% of the
whites and 40.7% of the Negroes.
"In the higher age group, 45 and over,
the difference in the relative per cent.
for the two groups is even greater. It
appears that the relatively large proportion of older persons in Oberlin is attributable to the age distribution of the
white .rather than of the Negro group." 1-

TAELE ''V. .' .

>'-2.

Showing Age Distri but"ion "for · Whi tes and Negroes
114 Oberlin (1934) by nun,ber and per cent according to
gr ouping.
Me Group

No.
yrs.

Negro
Per cent.

No.

White

Per cent.

54
173
5.3
6'0
80
8.9
199
6.1
104
246
11.6
1.5
91
10.2
276
8.4
53
5.9
267
8.2
104
11.6
13.3
437
116
13.0
406
12.4
107
12.0
427
13.0
97
10.8
410
12.5
63
7.0
292
8.9
25
2.7
4.1
137
1
0.11
3
0.09
Eacls.. Concerning, .Qberl:l.n • . p. 12
. . p. 11
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Tnat the Negro is interested in maintaining a home
of his own is

sho~~

in the investment made by colored people

in Oberlin, as treated. below.

The tendency for a long time,

especially before the "Depression," was t o buy homes and to
purchase land.

The following figures indicate the situa-

tionas it was in 1924. 1.
VALUE AND PER CENT. OF R::3:AL ESTATE OWNJ!:D BY OB&t LIN NEGrlOES

Total Real Estate
Assessments.

Amount Owned
·by Negroes.

Per Cent. of Total
Owned by Negroes.

$4,220,200.00

$257,445.00

6.1%

Total Number
of houses

Number of houses
180

989

It is seen from these figures that the Negro people
have a large number of the homes owned in Oberlin, but in
proportion to this number their value is very low.

This low

property value of 6.1%, as compared with 18.2% of the number of homes ovmed, suggests that Negro homes on :the whole
are

n01;

valued very high, or that these homes are not mod-

IIrn and well-kept.

It seeMS that this comparison indicates

. greater housing problem for

the Ne groes than for tne whites.

"The number of Negro owners compares favorably with the proportion of the population. The
value of the Negro hold~ngs is noticeably small.
In the first place, tile total of over four mil~
lion dollars includes real estate owned by Oberlin College, exclusive of public build~ngs wh~ch
amounts to more than a million dollars. In the
second place, the 6.1% of the propczv value is
much lower than the Negro ratio of popillation.
This indicates that the value of N~gro property
is below that of the whites." 2.

•
•

:I.,e Oberlin Village Assessment Record (182<1 )
T. Zahm, City Manager - (1940) (interView)
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The colored man in Oberlin has had the advantage
of a good environment, perhaps better than other members
of his race have experienced here in America.

This is by

a perspective of his occupational and economic interests.
Two decades ago the Negro was engaged in five businesses
up-town which today do not exist at all.
restaurant,

These were:

clothing store, dry cleaning establishment,

shoe store, and a co-operative grocery.

In addition to

these five business establishments which then employed
twenty people, the Negroes also furnished clerks or helpers for other stores.

It is quite evident. that the colored

people as a -group have lost much that they once possessed.
Many factors must be considered in order to explain this
.•'" '

a ecline in business interest and holdings.
~ reatest

One of the

problems, as I see it, is one that is not only

pecUliar to the colored people in Oberlin, but is common
to all minority groups that resent group leadership, group

s vlidarity, and lack of co-opera tion.

Ther e has been a

lI4!l'lous lack of confidence in general of Negroes in themselv ")s.

Oberlin has been no exception to the rUle in this

mattf! ~.

other factors which enter into the loos of Negro
bUS14~S S are lack of capital to compete with up-town bus-

1aaas

5,

lack of training for successfUl management, and

the 1lnpatience on the part or' those who invest in the

bua1ness to wait for profits.
Today the colored people in Oberlin can well be
o

tneir record from that of two decades ago.

~'~;~~e~ , v , phYSiCian and six ministers are established

-22-

here, and one public school teacher appointed to begin work
1940~L941

school term.
TABLE VI.

*

BUSINESSES NOW OPERATED BY NEGROES IN OBERLIN

Business

Number of Employees
Male

parker Grocery
Groveland Grocery
pettiford Bakery
Hard Ice-Fuel
Hurd Beauty Shop
Ideal Barber
Fair
Private "
"
Scott Coal-hauling
Quirm Ice
1ason's Tea Room
Tyler Coffee ShO)
~ mall Laundry (3
Chicken Business (3)
oving trucks (2)
I,)ving Van
T" amsters (2)
'J

Businesses

1

Female
2

1

1

4

2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
1
7
2
0

1
0
2

1
I

1
1
2

2
1

Total

3
2
6

1
1
2
1
1
I
1
5
3
8
3

I
3
0
2

0

3
2

27

19

46

3

0

These businesses operated by Negroes require
11t 1;le capital.
tile 1:'

group.

They do not give employment to many of

When twenty-three business employ only

forty -six people, it shows that the businesses must be

.me

1 and mostly res tricted to the home.

Asce ctained from a Survey and from City Records.
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TABLE VII.

*

DISTRIBUTION OF COLORED POPULA1'ION
ACCORDING TO OCCUPATIONAL INTERI5ST.
NUlllber engaged

Interest

1933
Florist
Tree trimmer
Grocery dealer
Contractor
painters
Enginee rs
Janitors
Caterer s
Cooks
Maids
Car Washer
atchllian
: echanics
Hair dressers
Housework
Caretaker
P rters
~e amstress

lN Ker
. esman
listers
Pl u.mbers
B1" cklayers
I ner

1
.' 2
2

0

1
2

1

0

13

1
1
6
2

25
7
3
4

2
2
5
6
3

1
9

2
2
2
2
1
4

1
2
1
2
3
.llborers 13
20
7
2
3
4

t

1938

16
1
18
1
37
40

2
7
1
1

Working out of tOVTn(1938)

0

21
2
16
16
1
1
2
12

1

3

3
3
1
6

2
1
3
3
1
1
7

2

3

1
3

2

2
2
7
6

2
1
4
4

3
4

1

c om.muni ty

1
4
4

- 24-

TABLE VII. (continued)
1933 1938
physician
1
Lawyer
0
Dry cleaning
1
P.o. Clerk
2
Truck drivers
11
practical nurses 3
pressers
1
Kitchen help
3
Dep.Sheriff
0
orchestra leader 1
Musician
2
MGulders
3
Laborers
27
WPA

NYA

Chef Cooks
Trucking
Decorator
Lunch room
Sign painter
Teacher

1
1
1
3
8
7 (,VPA)

outside

1

4
],

1

1
4
4
43

4

5

18
7 (2 in H. S.)

7
2
6
11
3
5

6
4
4

1

5
3

7

6

68 Occupations 370
A.ll others
29

300
68

33

Grand Total

368

36

399

4

This occupational interest among the Negro
eop

e shows a wide range of interest and skill, but is the

type )f interest that does not require large capital to
prO£lot _.
I~l
~

s

With a few exceptions, the list indicates a type
which develops more from apprenticeship rather than

~cial

training.

}:, study of the occupational and business interests
g ues in Oberlin
•

revea~.soffie

amazing facts.

Table VI

hat there are 23 diffdrent businesses here, employing
19 women, or a total of 46 persons, which is 1/20
1 Negro population.
~ ~hich

Table VII

shows 68 different

Negroes in Oberlin haVe been engaged,

-25-

1933 and 1938.

The period 1938 shows a loss of 35 individuals

from the 1933 period.

The 364 listed as employed in the occu-

pations,_ with about 18 listed as workers at odd jobs which
are not counted in the occupations, and the 93 listed as unemployed in the Federal Census for November 1937, make a
total of 475, which is a fair percentage of employment from
a total population of 956. '
ine facts of this discussion imply that the problem
of the Oberlin Negro is not so much one of unemployment as
it is low wages.

Out of a total population of 956 Negroes,

475 employed shows an improved employment condition over that
of many other small towns.
In addition to the occupational group shown in Table
.'

VII, there is another group employed directly by the College,
and in this group eighty;:!nine families are represented, which
shows that 28% of all the Negro families are supported by the
Coll.ege.

Incidentally, these employees work, on an average,

nine months a year.

The average income is

~87.00

per month.

TABLE VIU.*
NEGRO EMPLOYEES AND WAGl!:S AT OBERLIN COLLEGE

(1939-1940) .
s

t~i S takes into acco~t those who are employed part•

The:e are discrepancies in the report due to the

OI

those who "sub" or fill in when called by the

tact ~hat ~t was not possible to get the accurate number

COllege office for reasons of illness and vacation of

.,Ular

employees.)

with employees of Oberlin College.

-26-

In addition to the number notated, there are six
Negroes who are pensioned, and who receive an average of
$20.00 per month for the :calendar Fea r.
.

The Negro em-

~

'. >-

ployees of the College represent an inside range of salary.
An average taken from the 110 College employees is thoyght

to be sufficient to show the medium income of Negro families .
It is interesting to note that such a large number
of Negro families are dependent upon the College for their
income.

But when we consider that 64% of the number here

have to find income or means of livelihood, and that Oberlin
does not have any industries, one can appreciate why that
is so.

He can see to some extent that the problem is

basically economic.
In Table VII, the .total number of employed Negroes ,
adults and children, in Oberlin for 1938 was 368.

Table

VIII shows that the number of Negroes , employed at Oberlin
College was 110, making a grand total of 478.

Eighty of

tne 110 in Table VIII are distributed in Table VII, leaving only 448 Negro employees in Oberlin.

out of a Negro

popUlation of 956, 448 are employed, 320 in all the schools,
28 are pensioned, 19 not pensioned but not employable;

wbich accounts for 815 and leaves 141, who make up the
tz'anaie nt and seasonal workers. 1.
The Negro1s income is not sufficient for a man to

•

ort hls family.

-.n

oC

Two-thirds of the employable Negro

Oberlin who have families work away from home,
. '/'

~ the Children to care for themselves - that is,
c ses to prepare their lunch, choose their friends,
the ir lessons and drift away from the home.

c:- · workers include both men and women.

-27These conditions resUlt in a breakdown of family
life.

The community as a whole suffers from this low wage,

as will be discussed later in this chapter in regard

~o

delinquency.
APprOlicimately 24 young Negro boys and girls who
have not completed high school are at present out of school
and unemployed.
OVer a period of five years, these young people
were given permission to leave school, on the pretense
that they had to get a job to supplement t(,fle family income.

Today twenty of them are over seventeen.

not gone back to

scho~l

They have

nor found gainfUl employment.

The cUltural life of the Negro is hampered.
is handicapped because of low wages.
£1'0110

tne

He

The community suffers

this by having to support these young people.

If

community had sufficient funds to supervise the leisure

gro up, it woUld curtail delinquency.

The low Negr,o income, as discussed in the foregoing
paie~ .

takes on a different aspect when applied to the Negro

cburch and home.

In no case, however, does it

ap ~ear

to

be aae~uate or practical.

In the next few pages we will consider the Negro!s
condition in relation to his surroundings.

11m

NEGRO HOUSING COJll'TIITION IN OBErtLIN

~fue

*

number of houses owned by Negro people varies

t o year since some can not make payments and their

are

~ost

or sold ; then, too, new ones are erected and

~18.I~d .

t"i,orJ is made between buyer and owner.

~-·~e1"e,

•

Both

----------------------.......
-28-

,.

"The percentage of home ownership
for the white and Negro groups are 53.4
and 64.7 respectively.
I know of no. other community in
which the rate of ho.meown.ership among
the negroes is higher th~ ' it is. among
the whites. If ;" 1.
' , .
.
.

SHOWING THE NUMBER AND PER CENT. OF FAMILY HEADS
OWNING AND RENTING HOMES IN OBERLIN (1934). ' Z.
status of Tenancy

No.

White

%

Negro.
No.
%

No.

Total

%

"

own

547

53.4

161

64.7

708

55. 3

Rent

478

46.6

88

35.3

566

44.6

To.tal

1025

:=-.

100.

249

100.

1274

100.

Figures reveal that the percentage o.f all Negro.
family heads renting ho.uses is correspondingly low.

In most

cgllllIlUl",ities the Negro. po.pulation is segregated into. areas
cba~ae terized by

in

marked physical deterioration.

This is not

Oberlin with respect to. the natural and physical o.ntlay

at the l and.

I'c is true that the sections in which mos1t 'Negro.es

llve are poorly kept. but this is due to several factors. including the economic status. the low cost of property in these
t1ODS~ the more recent develo.pment of these areas. and. too,

e 1s

element o.f restriction caused by some real estate

~ w/uch will not rent nor sell certain property be

""'oea.

The absence of indlistry and a rapidly gro.wing .
character o.f land speculation in Oberlin
properties are held by owners with the ho.pe

~~~1Z~ h1gh prices thro.ugh sale to. business or industrial
'acts Concerning Oberlin, 1934, p. 48.

-29interests.

Negro home ownership in Oberlin dates back to the

Civil war, when a few Negroes here held title to some home
sites, and according to Professor Fairchild, three Negroes
owned the small homes in which they lived as early as 1865.
The high percentage of Negro home ownership at
the present time, as compared with local whites and with other
communities, is due in part to the thrifty habits and ambition

on the part of the Negroes who come to Oberlin.

The Negro

at first worked steadily, earned good wages, and invested in
property in order to establish . a ' home of his own.
LENGTH 01" OWNERSHIP OF HO:r.JES OWNED

Nearly two-thirds of the home olmers in Oberlin
b

v .~

owned their homes for a period of' sixteen years or more.

Eighty-six per cent. (86%) have owned their homes for at least
elev ln years.
per1~is

The percentage of whites for each of the longer

of years indicated in the following table, is higher

than t hat of' the Negroes~

as

COR

less

But 22.4% of the Negro home owners,

pared with 11.0% of the white, have o,med their homes

tl1UI

eleven years.
TABLE IX. ' 1.

HO lNU NUMBER AND PER CENT. i;}F 708 FAMILY HEADS OWNING
HOL.?S FOE THE PERIODS: 0-10 YEARS, 11-15 YEARS,
l6 YE~ AND OVER. BY RACE IN OBERLIN 1934~.______________

Period

r

White

547 . 100

Negro

161

100

' ---Total

100

708

Out of the 187 homes owned by Negroes in Oberlin,
lllately 42% have a clear title to property.

:h,

58% are still

Facts Concerning Oberlin, p. 51.
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paying for their property.

From 3% to 5% of the partial owners,

the property is in danger of being lost, due to delinquent taxes,
reduction of income, and high cost of living.

During the past

five years, 24 homes were purch&sed by Negroes in Oberlin.
These represent the total turnover of home ownership.

Some

were bought from Negroes and others were transfers within
',egro families.
t0tal.

Only 14 new properties were added to the

During this s ame period, Negroes lost six homes by

l·eclosure.

f

A gain of 24 homes bought, against a loss of 6 homes,
is no actual economic gain for the Negro people as a whole,
but lIluch of this property will cost mOl'e to re pair and maintain
than it is worth.
cul~y

of

Another factor to be considered is the diffi-

the Negro has in renting a house.

Incidentally, many

the aforesaid houses were for sale and could not be rented;

therefore , those desiring a hoUse were compelled to buy.

Tn

t cases, where Negroes have purchased homes, there is a
~at

aesire to improve property and own a home.

:PZ~;ilnt

At the

1ne, there are about a half dozen other homes on

der l ine of being taken over by the banks or Home Loan
~~Ution .

Negroes hold title s to about one-fourth of the
owned homes here in Oberlin.

Nearly 75% of these

4 of immediate repairs for comfort and sanitation. 1.
Very i.ittle is being done to better hous ing condl.t.ii..o ns
.~ ~

tiiroe , except an extension of credit by banks and

~;~ com ~-1es in order that they can purchase m~;~
•

" negroes in 1940 show considerable gain

-31run~down

houses.

There are a few of these homes owned by

people who can make some improvements, but the Negroes are
fearful to spend what little money they have, due to their
inadequate income and economic conditions.
At the bottom of the poor housing among »egroes
is the poor economic condition, the restriction of income,
which makes it difficult for most of them to exist besides
having a decent standard of living.
Ther~

families.

are approximately six houses with two or more

In three cases, these are families of relatives and

in-laws; two of them are cas es where rooms are rented because
tne money is needed badly.
Some of the crowded hous.ing here is due to new
amil1es moving to Oberlin.

Some have come here in order to

be in quiet surroundings; others, to escape prejudices, to

"ive their Children better environment and educational advantages, and then some have come because rent is cheaper.
Ther., too, some have come in order to have a place to live,
c~use

in Elyria and Lorain there are fewer houses available

or Negro families.

This is a condition thatex1sts; it 1s

o a basuc cause.
All of these Negro people moving to Oberlin add
t

the problem of congestion.

The community and church might

unite 1n an effort to solve it.

The following discussion will consider the back-

around from the pOint of view of the Negrols health.

HEALTH AND MORTALITY OF OBERLIN NEGROES
A comparison of the age grouping s hows the average

-32number of deaths by ages for six years to be as follows:

Under 1 year
2.5

Negro
White

4.5

1-69 years

Over 7D years

4.3

4.3

17.1

19.0

The high percentage of colored infant mortality,
as compared with the whites, and the extremely high percentage of deaths among the whites over 70 years, as compared with the colored, are an interesting revelation.

The

high mortality of elderly whites is due to the fact that
many elderly people retire and ,. come to Oberlin to live.
The high infant mortality of the negroes may be due to poor
nousing, low income, lack of prenatal c.a re, the exposure
H_

Cif

child and the lack of proper care.
In 1909, Negroes constituted 22 .6% of t he deaths ;

n 1910,22.7%, as against 18.3% of the population • . In 1921
th i

constituted 19.1% of the deaths as a gainst 15.7% of
',<'.

population in

t

v

h~

1~20.

The years herewith indicated re-

d a high percentage of tuberculosis.

Negroes con-

st t~t ed eight tuberculosis deaths as compared with nine

wh1tas .

This comparison does not prove the Ereater prevalence

ot tUbE,rculosis among the Negroes.

It mere:lTsuggests a

t el' fatality rate, which may be due to poorer medical

t entlotl., unsanitary homes, or to lower r esistance to the
41a

~e .

The period studied is too brief and too inadequate

Or.s· .I. t ute final proof.

-33The high death rate of the Negro in 1910, as
compared with 1920, may be due to the fact that in 1910
before the War, many Negroes came North, making congestion
in Cleveland, Elyria and Lorain, where many of the Oberlin
Negroes worked and were exposed to diseases.

Before 1920

the congestion had decreased, and, too, the Negroes coming
fr om the south had adjusted themselves better.
TABLE X.
DEATHS IN OBERLIN VILLAGE BY RACES

Year

Total

1909
1910
1921
1922
1936
937

N.
12
10
10
12
16
15

W.
41
34
43
47
48
46

T. B.

Cancer

Stillborn

N.

N.

N.
1

2
3
0
2

F{ •

3
1
2

0

0

l.
0
0

Not

W.
2

W.
0
3
2
2
3
8
1
6
I
7
listed separat ely

1.

Others
N.
9
4
9
9

V',

.

36
28
30
34

(In Table, N. stands for Negro and W. for White.)
The percentage of the total deaths of the colored
reople, as compared with the percentage of the population is
ab ut "the average for the rac '-: as compared with other small
tt.~ ~

in Ohio and elsewhere."

2.

In an interview with Miss Ruth Paddock (Public
th Nurse of Oberlin and Lorain County) , I was informed

t.ne Health Department did not keep records of children
•

0

t& e the Mantoux Test, by races.

This made it impossible

to glVe an accurate comparison of the Mantoux Test results

or tne two race groups.
I learned from the Health Records that the tuberskin test among the white and colored children in
Repo.t of t he Famil y T. B Survey, Lorai~ CoUOtY(1934)P.5
• : ldoCk, . Publ i c Health Nurse, . intervlew" .1.909 •
. . ..
-;; "
.
;.. -

-(. ~
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OberlIn was about on an average for the two races according
to their respective ' populations.

Miss Paddock stated:

"Once the colored child is infected
with active tuberculOSis, his resistance
seems in most cases I have observed, to
be lower than the white." *
This statement was SUbstantiated by the

evidenc~

given earlier in the discussion, showing the two-thirds
majority of deaths occurring among colored children, as compared with one-third for white children.

Explanation for

this was given as standard of living, low inCOme, economic
l ife, lack of proper health and medical care.
Of the various groups living in Oberlin,
Paddock listed their racial resistance to tuberculosis

~ss

as follows:
Jewish, highest resistance
American white, sec ond in resistance
Irish, third in resistance
Negro, fourth in resistance.

1.

2.
3.
4.

The interview with the Health Service of Oberlin
doea not conclusively show that all Negro children have less
rea1stance to tuberculosis than white, as a racial
tion.

distinQ~

I t did show, however, that the Negro child has certain

marked characteristics which seem to make him less able to
urv1Ye an attack of tuberculosis.

This mark of character-

t10n 1s ecomomic and is conditioned more by the situation

r which the Negro lives than by racial traits.
!ll.

,oux

The r esults

test are important for our study because

ro child is sick the mother who generally works
the income has to stay at home.
RUUI P.•ddock, interview.

Here the income
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is cut down,

The

be~t

of med:i.cal ser.vice can not be secured

because of lack of; money. . The condition of the child affects
the Negro home,

h:i.~

community outlook, and indirectly his

church life.
~tated

The Nurse

that "the length of urban residence

added to racial immunity against the disease. ,i

Her records

!

also showed other diseases and defects of which the colored
people have a higher percentage:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Veneral disease
Enlarged tonsil~
Bad teeth
Defective vision
Measle~.·

The prevalence of these diseases and defects among
Negro people in Oberlin impairs their efficiency at work and
uffects their small income by the cost of medical care and loss
01

time from their jobs.

Sick people are no better for church

wo;rk than they are for domestic service, thus the Negro church
is affected by these diseases and defects.
O'Brien's report says:
"In the period of 1934 the colored
death rate in this county was about four
times the white rate, Or 157 colored to
41 whites. Yet in the years from 1924 to
1929 white rates in Ohio varied from 75 to 57,
and colored rates fell from 425 to 388.
Contrast this higher mortality among
colored people with the fact that their
Mantoux rate was the same as the white. l'his
is in line with National findings - that
Negroes are no more prone to catch infection
with tuberculosis, but once it is started
they have much less resistance. Part of this
may be raCial, but part is probably due to
poorer hOUSing, and less care." ·1.

R. 0' · rl~n.

Report of Falliily T. B. Survey for
Lorain County, p. 8.
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"The health and vitality of the
Negro group is an intricate problem
because of the complicated factors invalved in l i ving conditions, and health
education of any people exposed because
of the present low economic standard." l~ ,
yisiting Nurse Committee:
A visiting nurse committe e was organized in November,
1922, by a volunteer group of women from the local chUl'ches.

':heir objective was as follows:
"I.
2.

3.

To promote health for the individual,
the family, and the community.
.
To prevent disease by teaching the
principles of health, hygiene and
sanitation.
To provide skilled nursing care for the
sick in their homes on part-time basis. n .,: 2 •.

Each of the following village churches was
lepresented:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

First Church
First Baptist
Church
First Methodist
Episcopal
Rust, M. E.
Mt. Zion Baptist
Catholic
Total 7 churches

2 members
2
2
2
2
2
2

"
""IT
"

"

14 members

._-.,,- -

";.

· 3.

From the outset the committee empley-ed a registered

nurse

0

carry out its objective.

The work progressed so that

b.r 1 24 t wo nurses were employed, the assistant being a colored

woean. This work was supported by the Community Chest Fund
1ng tIle second year, and since that time the Fund has conUII1

, !lch year.

Its service is extended to all the people

e tOlm, if the need arises.

The records show that the

o le get more than their population ratio share of
aervice , but due to the low economic income and the
" __ llutn . Paddock, Public Health Nurse, Lorain County
~t t t Lon of the Committee June 6 1927
ct
L.~m the Organization'Record Book: Ibid.

-37corresponding health condition which usually follows.

In

addi tion . to providing a nurse the Committee also sends flowers
to the sick, and pays for dental care for those who are in
need of that service.

In 1939 the Committee provided

~200.00

per year as a loan fund without interest, to be Used for
emergency operations in Jlneedy families!!.

The Y. VI. C. A.
of the College has co-operated with the community by giving
toys and clothing to children in need.

In addition a

Chr~st

mas benefit movie is given annUSlly, at which children are
.dmHted by bringing canned fruit, vegetables,

ru groceries.
.in

c: r

puund bags

These are then distributed among thos e who are

need.
The Annual report of the Committee shows that 1,852

V1sits were made to homes in 1939, and more than half of these
were Negro homes.

The report also shows that there were 20
er~ency tonsnlectomy operations.

~b

In addition to the foregoing Committee1s activities,
.e is still another service being carried on by the

"Vis t 'ng Nurse Jl , whose service is far-reaching.

ANNUAL REPORT OF VISITING NORSE 1939
Prenatal Visits
Maternity
II
Infants
JI
T. B.

"

BedSide Care
Clinics attended
Visits to PhySicians
SOCial service Visits
iscellaneoua
~~etings attended
Total
ADnUlLl. Ita !J'Jrt (1939)
• Haz~l Hipp (ViSiting Nurse)

13
86
111
4
638
5

37

246

185
26

1,351

*

-38In an interview with the Visiting Nurse, she suggested that
more than half of the cases served were Negroes.

This meant

about four to one in proportion to the Negro and white population.
This service is given to Negro families and individuals who could not afford to pay for a nurse.

It is in this

way a very definite health and community benefit to the Negro
people.
"Special nursing care, medicine,
physician, food, clothing, and hos~ital
ization have been given to more than 24
dependent Negroes during the year 1939. II 1The picture of the Negro's background will be enlarged upon in the pages that follow, by a discussion on facts
pertaining to his education.
SOME FACTS P:&<{TAINING TO NEGRO EDUCATION h ' OBERLIN
The first enumeration of the common schools in 1842
S

c)ws a total of 224 pupils in attendance, with no distinction
t:J race.

Nine years later, 1851, we find the proportion of

c lO.red children recorded as 34 out of a total of 428 in the
.;)IW! 'wI..

schools.

There were 19 colored males, 15 colored fe-

l~~, as compared with 190 white males and 204 white f~males.

In the College, the first colored student followed
a

o ou'

~ration

from Lane Seminary in 1836.

Before 1840 only

Qf 1105 students who attended the College were colored.
"From 1840 to 1860, the proportion
was four or five per cent. Soon after
the war the ratio rose to seven or eight
p~r cent, but in 1883 had fallen again to
f~ve or six per cent." 2.
Not all of these came from the to~~ of Oberlin, but

•

Tne first colored graduate recorded was a brilliant
Zoel Hipp, Visiting Nurse, interview.
'ld .
"
i . .C . .,1..., ,p ..,,~,~l.").
,,",
..?ail:'ch~,
vp.
"

voung Oberlin boy who completed his course in 1849.

This

was John M. Langston, thereafter a la,vyer in the towIlfor
nearly twenty years, a highly r espected citizen, a member of
the First Church, the school board, and tmm council.

Later

he became a U. S. Minister to Haiti, and then a member of
congress.
One of the primary f actors in the advancement of any
?eople is the education of its youth.
~ inrs

Now educa tion is Ober-

specialty, its one industry. The influence of the edu-

cational opportunities of the tmm is widespread.

This in-

fluence the colored people share equally with the whites.
~o

quote Mildred Fairchild again:
"The number of young negroes who
attend and complete the course in the
different institutions as compared v:ith
the number of young native whites is small.
But the number of young negroes who continue
their education beyond the elementary schools
is undoubtedly larger than among similar
economic classes in an educationally less
favorable environment. !i:.l.
Pl':RCENTAGE OJ:<' WHITE AND COLOrlED CHILDREN IN '1li8

OBERLIN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 1905-1913 .
TABLE XI. " 2.

JlJ;&de

White

Colored

l.
5-8
B-8
Aver go

72 . 6%
78 . 2
89.7
79.6

27.4%
21.8
10.3
20.4

Total
100
100
100
100

This comparison of the percentages shoym by colored
h1 t ~ pupils shows a distinct falling off by the colored

er. as tl'," grades advance, with a sharp decline for the
ure_ ~airchild; Op. cit., p. 37
(In,
The Colored Child in Oberlin Public Schools
(1914), p. 47.

-40High School.

Of 229 pupils graduated from the high school

in the years 1908-1913 , only 18 (or 7. 8% ) were colored.
HOl'lever, later fi gures show a decided improvement in the
school attendance.

The school records f or 1923 show a

decided change.
NUMBER AND PEHCENTAGE OF WHITE AND COLORED CHILDREN
OBBRLIN PUBLIC SCHOOLS (1923)
TABLE XII. .1-

Ir de

White
283
249
274
806

1-4
5-8
~

-i)

TOtal

Number
Colored
89
79
50
218

Total
372
329
324
1024

Percentage
Vlhite Colored
74.1%
25.9%
']5.7
24.3
84.6
15.4
. 78.8
21.2

Total
100
100
100
100

To give one an estimate of the work being done in
t

schools the following figures are ..' presented:

"

PERCENT OF RETARDATION- PEH81i:HT AHEAD OF GRADE
Colored
White
Colored
White
1 05
1 1'2

70%
62

45%
46

3.5%
3.0

7.3%
6.0

In 1914 the Negro people of Oberlin made up 18.2
per

t of the total population and 21.2 per cent of the

.d

total

ublic schoPl -enrollment.

Twenty-six years later the

I gro people made up 22 .4% of the total population and 24.2%

I.)tal public school enrollment.

of t l

The two periods studied show the total Negro ennl
OIl .

to be high in proportion to the per cent of popThis may be dUe, as some seem to think, to two

tora : (l~ that s everal of the white families send~eir
en Q~~~ to SChool as special preparation for the kind
•

or ,

The Colored Child in Oberlin public Schools •
Statistics Taken from School Records.
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of work they desire to follow later; (2) Others think that
there are

fe~eri. children

in the white families than in the

Negro families.
Another significant factor to be considered here
is that of this number of white children enrolled in the
Oberlin public schools, about 16% do not live in Oberlin,
but come to high school from the rural community of 1\:he
Russia Township.

This again indicates that the number of

Negro children in the Oberlin public schools in comparison
with the whites is more in proportion to their population.
Another noticeable fact about Lable XII is that
tne number of Negro children in the schools diminishes as
the grades advance.

This is seen in the percentage of Negro

pupils by grades:
Grade

1-4
5-8

H-S "',~~,. ,

Percent of Negro pupils
25.9%
24.3
' 15.4

This table reflects the trend of Negro life in
Oberlin from a cultural point of view.

It shows that as

the Ne liro child grows older there is a tendency to drop out

or

I i ' 40 01.

This may be due to lack of' motivation and lead-

ership or for want of encouragement.

The Negro child has·

very I H tle oppor tuni ty for leadership in the public schools. The r eu.:'on for this is difficult to state, but it seems :$0
be bas1c:ally economic, and, too, the local opportuniti'es
th~

!legro pupil to aspire to teaching position ta:ke away

motivation for learning to some extent.
The Negro people, the Oberlin community, and

v'
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the Negro church all suffer as a result of the Negro child
dropping out of school before his high school course is
completed.

The income of the Negro group is definitely

limited here, the community develops citizens that are
unprepared to meet the demands of life, the Negro church
is deprived of leadership, vision and other resources.

In

general, this condition breeds discbntElIlj;, which often defeats
what the aggressive Negro tries to do.
,
TABLE XIII.

*

A COMPARISON OF COLORED AND WHITE ENROLLED
IN ALL THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF OBERLIN,
FEBRUARY, U:l40.

Race
,;,/,h ite
Colored
i te
Col ored

School
Centennial
19
20

Pleasant

WI 1 te
199
Col,>red
31
Righ School

Wh1t'l

402
116

Color ed
Colo

'~d

Total

Per Cent Negroes

(1-2)

39

51.2

238

34.4

230

13.4

518

28.8

8

1.4

(1-6)

156
82

Prospect

White

Grades Taught

(1-6)
(7-12)

Post-graduates
7
1

In all the Oberlin Public Schools are 1025
pupils, 776 are white and 249 are colored.
The colored pupils comprise 24.2 of the
total public school enrollment as compared
22.3 of the total population. The schools
which have fewer colored students are generally located in districts mostly populated
by whites.only. In the high, school the
colored enrollment seems to diminish gradually with the upper grades.' This may be
due to several conditions that are different
among the white and colored families. The
colored child is more liable to have to stop
~'~tendtJ~l~is table taken from Oberlin public School
~
tIs office
April 8, 1940.
_

. . . ._

_

,':'

"if,,""' "

-43school for work to supplement the family
income. !he physical conditions for study
are not as wholesome in the colored home.
The colored child does not on the whole
get the encolli'agement and help at home
that the white child gets.
A SURVEY ON THE STATUS AND NUMBERS
OF PUBLIC SCHOOL CHILDREN (May 2, 1938)
TABLE XIV.

*

(1)

Schools and Numbers Enrolled in Each
Colored
White
Centennial
20
10
prospect
45
224
Pleasant
72
181
Special' Class
9
3
High School
103
399
Total
817
249
(2) NYA Workers - High SchOol
2
4
(3) Grade Comparison:
AVERAGE GRADES FOR SENIORS
UPON CO~PLETION OF FOUR YEARS' STUDY.
~,r

Colored

White

19~) 2

79.37
78.81
78.04
76.87
77.49
79.99

82.85
81.18
82.27
82.72
82.68
82.24

19~ ;3

19M
1 'S
1 5F.i
1957

ltindergarten
In addition to the public schools in which colored
ch1ldr~n are enrolled in fair proportion to the totel popUlation, there is the Oberlin Kindergarten which was founded

pr ivate school in 1894, and operated as a private school
hom 1
to 1933. In 1933 the College took charge of the
.. 8

r ten.

At present, it is operated b.:![the College

ment of Education, and has a supervising teacher,

,

Superintendent:,

Oberlin Public
(1'938)

)

Schoo:tfiJ;~.~_

-44employed by the

College, in charge.

composed of College

The teaching staff is

!!Practice:~i.Teaching!lstudents

in con-

junction with the department1s reQuirement.
The enrollment in the Kindergarten for

193~-38

was

32, with 25 white and 7 colored children five years of age.
IIColored children have been represented in each year1s enrollment, yet
they come on an average from a further
distance than the white children. The
colored mothers seem more persistently
interested in having their children,
at the kindergarten age, enter the school.
Already there are three co19red children
on the roll for next term. ""'I .
Oberlin College and the Negro
In the College prior to 1900 approximately 5% of
the students were colored.
been decreasing.
A~'ademy

Since 1910 the proportion has

SOIDe estimate that the giving up of the

has some direct bearing on the decrease.

The table

,S;C)llowing gives the actual percentages of enrollment for

tne period indicated.
TABLE XJI.,··' 21
PERCENTAGE OF ~nITE AND COLORED STUDENTS
OBERLIN COLLEGE, 1900-1924.
Year

-

1900
1910
l~:;O

19~

1

Ob r

White

%

96.34
95.60
97.58
97.35

Colored

%

Total

3.66
4.40
2.42
2.65

,Mary Yocum, Supervisor of Kindergarten.
LU College Records.

%

100
!!
II
II

-45In 1924, 51 colored students were in attendance:
16 in the College, 6 in the

Theological Seminary, 24 in the

conservatory, 1 in Summer School, and 4 unclassified.

Of

this group, a very small number came from the town of
Oberlin.

But the records of the colored graduates of

Oberlin College throw a rather interesting light on this
small per cent.

Of the 213 Negroes who, in June, 1924,

had graduated from Oberlin, 28 are listed as exceptionally
able or .brilliant.

Eighteen others are listed as note-

worthy in some profession.

Of the 28 mentioned above,

eight were either born in Oberlin or moved here very early.
Eleven of the 28 have been national figures, three of which
were reared in Oberlin.
The number of colored graduates shown by the
Kindergarten Training School is likewise interest;i.z.lg. Of
711 graduates in 29 years, 12 were colored, and 11 of
them were Oberlin girls.
~ubs.

Fraternal and Cultural Interests
The cultural life of the people finds expression

l~rgely

through the educational, religious, and recreational

activities for colored groups in the community.
org~nizations

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

providing such opportunities are:
Men's Civic Club
Women's progressive Club
Phillis Wheatley Association
Boy Scout Troop
Girl Scout Troop
Masonic Lodge.
Vocational School (night classes)

Among the
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The following clubs have contributed to the
social and cultural life of the Negro, but have been
discontinued:
1.

K. o:CP. Lodge

2.
3.
4.
5.

Junior Girls' Progressive Club
Oberlin Colored Men's Club
Dramatic Club.\VPA
Douglas Memorial Chorus.

There are other social and fraternal clubs and
organizations not listed here with which a goodly number of
colored people are associated, but they have no program nor
definite purpose such as might be constructive to the community.

Five such clubs or organizations have been discon-

tinued since 1935, which shows something<:.of the short life
of many of the organizations, as we.ll as something of the
little influence for good they may have on the community.
~\n

the other hand, two clubs, the Men's Civic Club and the

lNomen's Progressive Club, have continued their service for
over twenty years each.

Both organizations are higfilY

thought of in the community, as indicated by testimony
,rom those in authority.

Undoubtedly, this is because

tney have constructive and helpful prograllls for the
oe ~efit

of the entire community.
Of the twelve Negro clubs, cultural and fra-

te rnal organizations, six of them have been discontinued.
!n an interView with a man who once held membership in

rom' of these organizations, he stated:

"The clubs and fraternal organizations'have been a great help to Oberlin
Negro people. These organizations ~ave
the p~ople recreational, social and cultural opportunities. Many of these organizations went down because of financial
condi tions of the Negro people. !I 1.

•

I

"D.an Tyler,; Oberlin Negro _ interview, May, 1940 •
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Most of the organizations that have discontinued
did so because of lack of vision in lea1ership, lack of
finances to operate, and because the purpose was not t he
sort to challenge people when choices had to' be made between life's necessities in a home where only a little
money was available.

Thes e organizations have helped the

Oberlin Negro in civic and social relationships.
The Men's Civic Club started as a Bible class
in Mt. Zion Baptist Church twenty-nine years ago.

The

Club became a civic organization about fifteen years ago.
It has conducted two studies on Negro life of Oberlin.
It was for six years the sponsoring group for the Negro
Boy Scout Troop.

For eighteen years it has promoted an

·'lmual Father-Son Banquet.
cf

It also champions the rights

·che Oberlin Negro in many instances.
The Women's Progressive Club was organized about

t oulty-seven years ago.

This Club is affiliated with the

State and National Colored Women's Club Federation.
C1 b has for its purpose the deve.,lopment of Negro

WOl\UOfi-

aid
I t has given scholarship A to more than three Negro

hood .
irl:; .

u lLft .

Hg

This

It has cooperated with the city in social and civic
It joined in the effort to improve the Oberlin

5(:11001

and donated a Domestic Science table valued at

For a dozen years this Club has sponsored an
U&

benefi t Community Ches t dinner.

It was this Club

t tiJost conceived the idea of the Phillis Wheatley
ty Center as a place for Negro children to spend

1r l~-sure time and to acquire practical experience in

-46their occupational interests.
Both the Vocational
School and the Douglas
.;
Memorial Chorus have had interesting histories.

Both did

much good by stimulating the Oberlin Negro people to greater
self-respect.
The Masonic group of Oberlin has been an inspiration. to many Negro .men whom the _church has not reached.
Several of these men received their ideal for life from
this group.

An active member of the Masons states:

. _"The Oberlin Negro lodge has in
proportion to the population more high
masons than any other -town in Ohio.
Our lodge has:
Eight - 32 <::· degree Masons

Two

--

33

"

!!

Eight - Shriners
Seven - Knights Templars.
We have about one hundred men on our rolls ,
but only thirty-five are active. 11 1.
CQmparison of Age, Enrollment and Pm'pose
of these Organizations
N 11m of
~

Organized

P. Lodge

K.
J

Lzation

.or Girls' Prog. Club
'n'. Civic Club

WOQUirLI:;

ProgreSSive

11

On roll

Purpose

Not known discontinued 1932
1929
discontinued 1937
19:(.1
32
1913

Ob r llrJ eolored Men's "

Civic Improve
Iiient
38 Development of
Negro ',Vomanhood

1936
discontinued 1937
Dl'.. tic Club \'lPA
1936
discontinued 1937
111).$ ''heatler Asso. 1935-inc. as center 1939
Vocat onal School
1921
RecreRwnal and
Ind lDStl'ial.
ut Troop
1932
12
.couts
33
1927
1e
1930
18
!k'~1as :e !uorial Chorus
1916-disc.1928
on1c !"Jdge
Fraternal
Not known
H

IIk.n

T.vler
,
, Oberlin, interview.

-49These organizations represent Negro participation
i n a variety of interests.

They show both Negro leadership

and initiative.
There is some overlapping of melllbership and purpose in several of the groups, but each one seems to meet
some need. . Those that have discontinued have not left
their members
without a club or a fraternal organization.
,
For the most part, t h e present organizations and clubs
include practically all who had a basic interest in club
activities.
i

One or two of them were motivated by po1it-

:al interest which was not permanent.
Besides club activi ties, many of the colored

p ople spend their leisure at the thea ter.

During the

summer they are often found in the parks playing softb 1 1.
11

Many make use of the College tennis courts and the

~·ary.

The librarian estimates, from the records checked

r r reading observation, that books drawn by ·Negroes aver~ ll

gs

~v ery

~ua i~n s

with those drawn by whites.

Among the books dr awn

type, from the most sentimental novel to dison SOCiological and r acial questions.

r ve~ and bibliography are popular with them.

Books of
The number

H groes in Oberlin USing the library in proportion to
po '-l1.a tion is smaller than the number of whites.

There

class , rather than the racial differentiation, must be
The educated Negro in Oberlin reads, on the

, e,
c

"'S

, rabably as much as the educated white, and there
" tlere the Negro "outstrips " the average white.
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AJnong Negroes there is a certa in selfconsciou£ urge for
self and race improvement that is likely to make itself
evident.

Even considerably less educated Negroes in Oberlin

have been known to be struggling with reading matter far
beyond their limit of comprehension.
At present the Phillis Wheatley Center is less
than two years old, yet it represents the united support
of the m/menls progressive Club, its sponsor, the Men's
01vic Club, which is working jointly with the women, as
'11'1311 as the interest of the College and community.
Oberlin Phillis

~~eatley

The

Community
Center derives much
.•..

in interest and ideals from the Oberlin Negro clubs and

organizations.
In 1935 the Womenls Association of the Womenls

Progressive Club purchased property for $2,875.64.
1

In

7-8 the basement and one room were used for club
c t 1vltles as a

on til

V~A

project.

$1,400 was a balance due

property in the spring of 1939, when it was vacated

ir. :orporated as Oberlin Phillis Wheatley

Communi~y

e nter by the State Welfare Department, with seven trustees
C "r ge.

In addition are twenty-two men and women of

r"t:es comprising a program and promotion committee.
ent ~r has on its staff' a part-time director, one NYA
nt aSSistant, three WPA recreational leaders, sevenv lw.tary student assistants, and six voluntary adult

ers .
• 'f.r~ PHILLIS WHEATLEY CO~\nJITY CENTER
S "I OI{GANIZATION THAT OFFERS HECrlEATION
l' ~~.i.,OWSHIP, HEALTH AND EDUCATION •
'

.n"

Center is an organized effort growing out of

-5!i.the hearts of the people.

It seeks to minister to the

needs of the young people and adults, and is alert to
meet the complex problems and living conditions of this
community by encouraging the citizens to use every opportunity for greater self-development, self-respect and
self-reliance in cultural, social and economic life.
The purpose of the Center is to create, organize and promote supervised activities that are essential
to successful living; to help local people meet SOCial,
recreational, cultural and

~ocational

needs through

s aIled leadership and organized programs, adapted to
u ~es,

needs and facilities.
The program will consider Needs of th.e People,

~~ilities for Work and SerVice, Local Leadership Resources,
1.<1

a High Standard of Community Center Idea,ls.
And enlarged program was promoted in the summer

r
Co
Ls

339, with three WPA leaders, a Program and Promotion

t tee, and town cooperation.
tJH

The following statement

resuU of last summer's playground activities:
Thirty-one different activities, nine leaders,

tJ-one recreational days and 7,745 attendance.

Closed

UlUmer jark ground activities with .Field Day and Community
Pl'ogram.
The Center's program is fourfold,
8Ir,1lhIu; 1... ng:
1.

Strong PhYSical Life through clean sports,
good health habits, hiking and game room
activities.

2.

Improved Cultural Life through guidance
in profitable reading, through participation in discussion groups, art, music
and Scouting activities.

3.

Self-Help through practical vocational
training in handicraft shops, sewing
and cooking classes, flMake-a-job Clubn,
and employment service.

4.

Fellowship through group play, competitive sports, parties, adult nights and.
nursery school.

It is evidenced from the time the Center has been
in operation that its program has met many of the recreational, social and cultural needs of the Oberlin Negro people.
Many of the local Negro and white organizat:hons
have a common interest in the Center.

Both children and

adults are finding opportunities for wider areas of intt!r ~st

and friendship.

The

Center offers opportunity for

r"'"I;ro leadership as well as a place for the Negro church
eooperate on a common basis.

t

The Community Center has

bl'O.tght seven local church ministers together in the inter.. t ,)f the work.

15

The minister of Mt. Zion Baptist Church

r ector of the Center, the minister of Rust M. E.

hurch is a Committeeman and Scout ~~ster for the Center,
he. Co tholic

priest; ministers of First lVi. E. Church,

cnr~SL Temple, East Oberlin Community Church and the
Jongregational Cnurch, all have expressed a deep

8

ter1!st in the Center.

At present there are 260 per-

8ona. J'''presenting all the Negro churches, enrolled in
1r

~ ent activities.

Eleven different clubs and

L~t ions, inCluding the American Legion, Chaffiber of
ce. '.'.nite Women's Club, the Daughters of American

-53Revolution and Russia TO\VllShip organizations have made cash
donations to the Center.

The work and opportunity at the

Center indicate that some good has been done anatnat much
constructive service can be done that will contribute
to the Negro, the community and the Negro church.

The

Center is confronted with the problem of inadequate funds
and proper facilities to carryon its work.
INFLUENCE OF NEWSPAPERS EDITED BY NEGROF.S
"In 1863 there were only two newspapers .in the United states published by
colored persons. The first Negro newspaper published in the South (The Colored
American) began publication at Augusta,
Geoegia, the first week in October, 1865;
J. 1. 8huftin was editor. Only one of
the Negro periodicals now being published,
the Christian Recorder, wa~ established
before 1865.11 1.
There are now about 400 periodicals and newsp~~ers

published by or for Negroes.

The classification is

s follows:
Religious periodicals
School periodicals
Fraternal organs
Organs of National Assotions and Magazines
Newspapers
Total

70
85
30
7
220
412

These periodicals are published daily, weekly,
bi-we kly, monthly, bi-monthly &nd quarterly in 37 states
in

I~s e United states.

Ii g.·o Year pooks, 1926, 1934, p.465.

-54NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS BY STATES
10
Alabama
Arkansas 12
2.
Arizona
6
Calif.
5
Colorado
1
Delaware
Dist. of C 5
8
Florida
10
Georgia
Illinois 15

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Mass.
Michigan
Minnesota
Miss.
MJ.ssouri
Nebraska
N. J.

12

1.

Oklahoma
Oregon
Penna.

8
3

2
2
3
7

R. I.
S. C.

Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Wash.
W. Va.

4

1
4

9
1
8

1
7
12
22

10
2
8

Research into the Negro life (homes) in Oberlin
shoWS" that not more than twelve race newspapers, four
magazines and two fraternal organs have been. sl..bscribed
to in the past decade at one time in the community.
Meantime, there are five Kegro newspapers coming
here to Negro subscribers weeldy.

It is estimated by

several worthy citizens that the influence of these newspapers has decreased in recent years.

Four causes are

Ilttributed:
(a) The decline in family income has
made it difficult for people with littilie
money to afford "out-of -town" newspapers to any great extent.
(b) The better . educated Negro was ashamed
to have the Oberlin white people, his friends,
see in his posseSSion, Negro papers giving
ridicule to white southerners . and portraying gross evils in human treatment.
This led to fewer race papers on he part of
some Negroes.
(c) The undue propaganda played up in the
Chicago Defender and the Chicago Bee (Negro
News . weeklies) with red headlines of rac.e
prejudices, mob violence and humiliation.
This led many of the Negroes here to decide
that such news was unwholesome for their
children.
Cd) White local papers increased their
news about Negro life and activities, because a Negro, C. A. Barnett, became race
agent to the National Association(News Press)
and SUpplied it with much of the material that
was printed in the colored papers." 2.
1; •• Assoclate press(Negro) 1938, Chicago, Ill.
~... ~.. r~.l;l ·~ned from interviews with persons who were

-55It can be said t hat the newspapers had both good
and bad influence on the colored people.

The good influence

came in the publicised records of Negro pr.a gIass in the south
and in other cities.

Records showed what they were dOing in

schools, professions, business and industry elsewhere.

This

influenced many of the Oberlin parents to s end their children away to Negro Colleges and businesses where larger
opportunities were opened to them in professions of leadersnip.

The evil. influence was manifeated in the hatred and

p~ ejudice

aroused in Negro youth against the whites, be-

c ause they reviewed the situation in the other sections of
the country with disgust.
The papers now read in Oberlin by the Negroes are
comprised of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5;
6.
7.

Pittsburgh Courier
Cleveland Call Post
AfrO-American
Queen Garden
Atlanta Daily World
Crisis Magazine
Opportunity Magazine.

this list is wholesome and educational, and has been very
hel pfUl to Negro youth as well as to adults.

DELINQUENCY AMONG OBERLIN NEGROES
flOuring a period of approximately
twenty years the Juvenile Court has dealt
-Nith 1,840 c ases of delinquency. Four
hundred and twenty-eight of these cases
eventuated in collUllitments and twelve ·
hundred and seventy-five were dismissed.
Of this number 12.9 per cent wer e females
and 87.1 per cent males." 1.
Seventy-one, or 3.8% of the 1,840 cases in
County came from Oberlin.

Of the 39 Oberlin cases

e10ht ivere girls.
J

4I!D.11e

Court Rp.cords in El yria.
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AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 39 DELINQUENCY COMMITMENT CASES
FROM OBERLIN BY . SEX AND RACE, 1913-1934.
1.
TABLE XVI.
Total

Nf,e

2
2
2

10
11
12
13

7

14

15
16

17

--

8
6
6
6

~otal

Male

Female

~otal

Female

Negro
Male Fel!lale

2

2
2
2
5

2
2
2
5
5

2
2
2
1

7

2

3
4

:5
2

31

8

7
2

6
3

3
1

20

1

5

3
3
3

2

2
1

14

11

3

25

3
4

6

i;"t.al 39

White
Male

2

1
2

5

The table shows that 25, or 64.1% of the 39 cases
in Oberlin were Negroes and 14 , or 35.9%~re , whites.

It

will be observed that in each group the range for boys is
from 10 to 17.

In the girls' cases , the age range is some-

hat less, 13-17 for the whites and 13-16 for the Negroes.

When sex and race are disregarded, it will be
aeen that the highest frequencies occur in the age groups

thi

te~n

and fourteen.
The number of Negro delinquents for this period

much too high for the Negro population.

111'8

When ,one

observ~s that there are 25 Negro delinquents to 906 pop-

tiOD, and 14 white to 3330 population, it appears that
'.C_thing must be interfering with the social and economic

e

• t he Negro people ' which contributes to1his delin-

Qf'

~~~Y .

It is with the cause of this high rate of delin~ng

the Negro people that both the community and

lUch ~ ~t concern themselves.

• Zorb

h,

F~cts Concerning Oberlin, p. 60

-5'1CONVICTIONS IN OBERLIN POLICE JUSTICE COlfftT
BY RACE - · 1936

Number of convictions

Race
'/hi te

195

Negro

35

Total

230

Of the 230 convictions for 1936, the white com-

prise 83% as compared with 17% for the Negro gr.o up, with
2:3.4% of the total population of Oberlin.

These cases

covered sixteen different offences, including stealing
bicycles, cars, shoplifting, transporting liquor, traffic
vi o1ations, gambling, intoxication, des ertion, petty lare

and disorderly conduct.
o

co

Most of the white cases had

with motor vehicles, traffic and bicycle ordinance

vi l. tions.

It appears that most of the Negro cases were

d.1l;oroierly conduct and petty larceny.

In an interview

Wi h t.hose who are responsible for ObBrlinls Police Justice

ec r s , it was revealed that Negro boys commit many more
tenses than white boys.
liThe Negro boys I offenses are restricted to fewer kinds of misdemeanoe
than the whites, but the frequency of.
the Negro boysl offense is greater than
the white. This may be due to a narrower
range of experience of the Negro boys.
In my experience it seems that Negro
boys do their crimes more as a group
~d others try the same type of t hing
lthout planning something different." l .
tI .

Co •.ng, Mayor of Oberlin, interview, 1939.

The Police Justice records indicate that in
most cases of the Negro boys I offenses there was a condition of poverty and low economic standard in the home.
"During the past six years I do
not remember a single case against a '
., Negro boy ,who comes from a good, selfrespecting home where the parents do
their part, where the boy goes to
school regularly, attends some church,
and is active in some community club
for uplift."
1.
It has been difficult to secure complete statistics
for the years 1938 and 1939, but an investigation of the
Police Justice records and interviews with the city authorities indicate that delinquency among Negro boys for these

t wo years has been the highest in Oberlin1s
DELINQUENCY BY RACE M~D SEX
IN OBERLIN - 1938-1939.
TABLE XVII.
Total
10- 11

1 - 13

14- 1 5

10- 17
16Gl'

l

5
11
14
22

19

Negro
Male Female

histor~.

2.

White
Male
Female

5
9

2

8

4

2.

18
12

3
1

2
6

52

10

10

Total
71

The total number of 71 does not mean 71 different
lvi ua1s, but 71 offenses. T~-' r ecord shows that eleven
11'0 boys and two Negro girls have from two to four of-

&,; ainst them.

Xb&~ ' City Manager, interview, 1939.
rl~n Police Justice

Record 1938-1939.

•

-59Of the 71 offenses for two years, there were
46 different individuals.

Two white boys paroled, 18

Negro boys paroled, 5 Negro boys committed to Reformatory
and 21 cases acquitted.

The period of probation and com-

mitment ranged from one to two years.
Mr. Zahm, CitYiManager, states:
"Most of Ol,U' delinquency for
1938-1939 happened in 1938 and the
earlier part of 1939. For seven
months in 1939, from June to Dec eInber ,
we had only one Negro juvenile offense.
I attribute the low figure to the work
of the Community Center activities." l.
The problem of this delinquency is a matter which
the community and the church will do well to consider in
their program.

In this the church can help by providing

wholesome mid-week activities and teaching practical
Christian principles •

• Z&hm, Ci~y Manager, 1939.
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A study of the background of the Oberlin Negro
. ... , . ~

·'VI

revealed many interesting facts, an:ong which are the following:
The Negro found in Oberlin a sympathetic unders tanding from the whites, which gave him more consideration and opportunities vhan the average northern town
offered him.
After coming to Oberlin, the Negro population
grew steadily until 1;310, .when i t reached a peak of 'l89.
The Negro population decreased by one hundred by 1920,
and grew to 956 by 1930.
The Negroes live in four sections in Oberlin,
one of which, the south-east, is densely populated by his
group, while the other three are freely mixed with both
races.

The Negro owns a fair proportion of the number

of homes in Oberlin, but their proportionate value is
far below those owned by the whites.

Many of the houses

owned by Negroes are unfit for. habitation.
'"

..

,

There are as many Negroes employed in Oberlin
4.1

in the ordinary nOli-industrial town, but the wages paid

do

not seem to be adequate f'or the high standard of living.
The health and mortality of the Oberlin Negro

b

about the same relation to the whites as his economic
., that is, the N.e gro·ls health appears to be condiuned largely by his standard of liVing.

Many of them

Uv., 0 n 1 ow standards because of finances, and they have
Joor . health than the whites.

The Oberlin Negro gets the same Public Health
service as the whites.

In proportion to his population,

he often gets more than his share.
The facts about the education of the Oberlin
Negro indicated that more Negroes in proportion to population are in the public schools than whites.
The Negro pupi l seems to drop out of school as the
grades advance.
Oberlin has had many Negro clubs and fraternal
organizations.

Several of them have discontinued.

These

organizations represented a variety of interests and served
many of the Negro people.

Oberlin has in its fraternal

organizationS more high Negro Masons than any other town
of its size in Ohio.
The Phillis

~~eatley

Community Center developed

from the Negro clubs and social interest.

At present

:,he Center is incorporated and doing much to meet the
l'"creational, social and cultural needs of the Oberlin
~' .,gro

•
The Negro in Oberlin has contributed about

of the total delinquency for the past two years.

90~

This

"

lnquency is among Negro boys and girls of publi c school
.~ ,

many of whom have engaged in two or more offenses.
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEGRO CHURCHES IN OBERLIN
seventy years ago the colored people in Oberlin
had no church of their ovm.

There were 422 Negroes who

constituted 19.9% of the population.

THose who were int-

erested in church participation joined and attended the
white churches:

FirstCongregational, First Methodist,

First Baptist, Sacred Heart Catholic Church, or the Christ
Episcopalian Church.

].;ost of the colored people in these

churches had either come from southern churches or had
learned to respond to a type of worship much less formal
than the Oberlin churches practiced.
Only a few of the colored people could read and
those few found it most difficult to adjust themselves where
the cultural level, the church program and religious life
were so different from anything they had previously experienced.
The Negro, especially the one who had initiative
<md felt the responsibility for helping the more depressed
~~mbers

of his race, was unadjusted in the white church.

tlough the history of this

ti~e

Al-

relates no overt experience

ur clash between groups, with the Negro population steadily
llcreasing, with young colored people attend:ing.public school
lealning to read and write, and with others coming in bring~ 9xperiences from communities where there were separate

C
gro

0

'ed churChes and pastors, the feeling grew among both
s that it might be well to have a separate church.

na were made to see what could be dcnewiibout injury to
irst Methodist Church where this thought was prevalent,
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and without doing harm to those colored members who felt
they were ready to have their own church.

This effort

led to the organization of Rust M. E. Church, the first
Negro church in Oberlin.
HISTORY AND DEVELOPlilENT OF RUST M. E. CHtlRCH

Rust M. E., the oldest of the colored churches,
has an interesting beginning which is different from that
of the others .
"Rust M. E. was organized in 1872
with fifteen members. Before that time,
for several years the colored and white
Methodists had church services together,
with meetings in the old Colonial Hall,
west College Street, later in Peck Hall,
and finally over a store at Groveland
and South Main streets." 1.
The colored people who separated from the white
church and organized the Rust M. E. Church because both
groups felt at that time that they could maintain a separate church, were well gratified.

In

:r~5

they purchased a

:rame bUilding and moved it to South Park street, where
t 1e

present Rust M. E. Church parsonage now stands.

~everal

of the older members, including liiessrs. S. C. King ,

• Taborn and Scope Taborn, tell of the poor heating and
1i

.us
or

ting systems used in the frame bUilding.

The church

leated with an old cook stove and oil lamps ..ere used
19hts.
Local records show that the present Rust M. E.
Rust M. E. Church History (1924)
(Compiled for Local Church Records)
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Church was erected in 1920, fifty-four years after it
was founded, at a cost of $10,000, and of that amount
$2,000 came from Oberlin people.

During the past seven-

teen years Rust has had twelve ministers, serving from
one to two years each, except in the case of three ministers, who served seven months, five months, and f1ve
years, respectively.

The minister serving five years

is credited with having erected the present church
building.
For forty years, from 1875 to 1915, the Rust
Church had a hard struggle, yet it made inlprovement in
the building and equipment and incree,sed its membership.
In 1869 , a choir was organized in the church and one of
its present members, Mr. S. C. King, who joined at that
time,

and ~ is , st~lL

active in the church.

The church changed ministers often and grew as
different leaders came in, bringing new suggestions frem
other fields.
t~

In l890 the lighting ,s ystem was changed

gasoline lamps, which prevented the smoke and added

much to the service.
~rs

The next year two hard coal heat-

were installed, which gave plenty of heat, but more

,oke than the old cook stove.
~

Often the windows and

'ors had to be opened to let the smoke out so that the

",,' ,pIe CoUld stay in the ch);lI'ch

One elderly member

"It was difficUlt to tell when the
people were happy, because the smoke made
them cry and wipe their eyes in a way
Similar to that of the spirit." 1.
Scope. Taborn,

_',An old Rust M. E. Church officer.

-65The Church received much help during its

"During the pastorate of Rev. Mr. 'Shaw,
the church was given stones by the Jack Cliff
quarry, and the townspeople ~ve gifts of
;money, while many other.s gave their service
to help the church. II
l.
"A white contractor laid the brick
free to improve the old frame church,
while two other carpenters, one white
builder, Mr. Hill, and his colored helper,
Mr. Bill Smith, gave free serv~ce for
framework and remodeling the building. 2.
The records of the Church do not tell the date of
this remodeling, but two older members estimate the time to
be about 1903.
The fifteenth minister of the Church, Rev. F.

~.

Delaney, started an effort in 1913, which in two years
raised one thousand dollars from the members alone for a
new church building.
liOn July 4th, 1915, at 4 A. M.
the church bell was ringing, and men,
women and children made a fore-day
start to tear'down the old church.
At SOo P. M., the same day, the church
was all down with the material piled
and assorted. II 3.

Plans for building a new church were started
1

diately.
ufOS

The corner lot where the present church now

(the church is located on Groveland and

South Park

Str ets, in a densely populated colored section), was pur-

c

e

and work on the basement

begun~

For eight months

tbe ell :regation held its services in an uptown hall until
h::'

I.ent of Rust was covered in 1916.

In 1920 Rust

+aP9tn"
An old Rust M. B. Church officer.
raborn,. Member of Rust M. E. Chnrch.
8 ....... King.and.,Re'IT.,_J, E."1l'!ood,:C. (Trustee and Pastor).
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Church was completed.
raised and paid.

Mr.

An indebtedness of $1,041.00 was

s.

C. King, then trustee, ....still
\,

po;>sessesthe ripbon that was on the match that burned bhe
church mortgage tw 'eh ty: years ago.,

In spite of the fact

that Rust Church has been able to overcome its indebtedness,
there have been other obstacles to hinder prog!t'e"','O.

Fore-

most of these has been a lack of interest and loual leadership, as stated by its minister.
HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF MOUNT ZION BAPTIST CHURCH

In addition to those who attended Rust Ivl. E.
Church, there were many colored people who were members of
the First Congregational and the First Baptist Churches.

A very reliable old settler of Oberlin says:
tlIn the early eighties several
colored people, not of the Methodist
faith, sought to worship by themselves.
These people met and held prayer meetings
and Sunday School from house to house.
Among the early meetings or places for
these prayer meetings and Sunday School
groups were the homes of Jane and Mary
BOWS, Sumner Street, and the home of
Luc~ Brown, South Park street. I!
l.
These meetings took on an added growth and interest in 1880, when three families of six persons moved
to
:."
Oberlin from Cleveland.

These three families:

Dickerson,

tin and MCGee, had been in the Baptist Church in Virginia.
Thej' Vlere anxious to have a church, and Reverend Mr. Rose
(

n pastor of the First Baptist Church), along'" wUh two
.1

I>

deacons, met with the six colored people and incor-

r l1t·_d plans for the organization of lilt. Zion Baptist' in 1886.

• Cora Davi.s •.

-67"Reverend Mr. Brown of Cleveland,
a young minister, was called to take charge
of the foregoing church. After two years
and a half the first minister reSigned,
leaving the six members to continue as
before with prayer meetings. During :the
same year 1868, a new minister came to'"
Mt. Zion. This minister reoeived su -.,
young converts into the church." 1.
!lIn 1887 a council was called in the
First Baptist Church to reorganize Mt. Zion
as a regular Baptist Church and connect
it with the Baptist organizations of the
county and state." 2.
In the council at the First Baptist Church, three
deacons were selected for Mt.Zion;

T. A. Brown was elected

clerk and served more than forty years.

T'ae

church IS first

Sunday Schoel Superintendent was also elected.
of the church were then held in the front room of
ander McGeels house.

The services
MD~

Alex-

The meeting place changed from

deacon Henry MartinIs to deacon McGeels alternately, but
with no permanent church home.
By 1889 the group (consisting of tuelve active
members) purchased a house and lot on South Park at Locust
Sl;reet.

Services were held at this place for a feu years

.•lltil members gave up the place and purchased the site .
1,1

re Mt. Zion stands today, at the corner of Locust and

So'-<th Pleasant streets.

The group was again without a

i'el'!!Janent meeting place, for the aforesaid site had no
O~e on it.
Uni

A room was rented on North Main Street, but

l'tunately, after a few months all of NIt. Zion IS books
lqUipment were burned with the building.

1.
•

J . '.'I.
J. e. d •

BQws,

The village

History of Mt. Zion Baptist Church.
Report to Lorain County Association (1924)
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council came to the rescue and gave the gl:)up free use
for Sunday services of a large room in the old

to~n

hall.

The church at this time had thirty members but no regular
salaried pastor.

Again, Reverend Mr •. Rose of the First

Baptist Church gave his services to help Mt. Zion.

A

joint board of deacons from both chUl'ches and the First
Baptist Church

pasto~

met and called Reverend

~~.

Hill

of Howard university in 1892 to take charge of the work.
One hundred Q;o,l lars per year was appropriated toward the
minister1s salary by the Ohio Baptist state convention.
During this same year at the town hall Mt. Zion had the
largest Sunday School in i ts history, with one hundred and
twenty-five members enrolled.
In the autumn of 1892 the Ohio state Convention
offered to give Mt. Zion one thousand dollars toward a new
building if Oberlin would raise six hundred dollars.
Oberlin failed to raise the amount.

The panic of 1893-

1994 discouraged the people, who for a time gave up build-

19; however, in 1896, a small frame church was erected.
It. a short time Rev. 1Ir. Hill resigned and the thirty
~,ber 5

were again without a leader.

Some of the members

lopped out, but most of them continued with the Sunday
';aool, young people1s meetings and other group activities.
Fo·
t

iliore pastors served between 1895 and 1901, with conued growth in membership and interest.
Rev.
1

~x.

B. K. Smith acted as supply pastor from

"1902, when he was eledltad pastor and served nine

It was through the untiring efforts of Mr. Smith
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and ninety-one members and friends that the present
Mt. Zion Church was erected and dedicated in 1905, free
of debt and with a surplus of
building fund treasury.

fifty-seve~

dollars in the

The church was valued at $20,000.

From 1911 to 1917 Reverend Ml'. Washingtbnserved
the Church.

During his pastorate he erected the present

Assembly Hall at Mt.Zion, including the kitchen and a
kindergarten room. . Reverend 1i:r. I/ashington then resigned to go into Y. M.• C. A. work at camp.
Frgm ;L917 to 1938 the Church has had eight ministers, serving on an average of two and eight-tenth
years each.

It is interesting to note that in 1920

supply preachers from the Oberlin Theological Seminary
served the Church.

Since that time the Church has had

four full . time pastors who were called from the Seminary.
During the fifty-one years of the life of this Church
it has had seventeen ministers.

in July, 1924, this same

church, Mt. Zion, raised and sent to the Lorain colored
people in the Lorain disaster

~p292.95

as an indication

- .' its social vision and eagerness to help tlIDse in need.
THE CHRISTIAN MlBSIONARY ALLIANCE
AS a natural outgrowth of the influence of
Oberlin College upon the local churches, a liberal interrotation of the Bible came to be emphasized.

c

This caused

sternation among many of the colored people, who dis,.,d. with a liberal interpretation.

As a resUlt, they

a leader who would make the Bible infallible and
ize the assurance of heaven.

To meet their wishes,

-70a minister came to Oberlin from Cleveland and held Sunday
afternoon meetings in different homes.

He preached the

old evangelistic type of sermon, and many people from
Rust and Mt. Zion Churches spread the news that a
gospel preacher .was in town.

g~eat

Some of ,the older residents

of Oberlin say it was commonly expressed:

"The

m~nister

from Cleveland preaches the real Bible - I leve my church
but my soul is hungry for heavenly food.
From time to time different

II

m~m.sters

of the

Missionary Alliance faith came to Oberlin to preach.
Followers were told they had to be born again to enjoy
eternal life.

In 1917, enough sentiment had developed

to encourage the beginning of a regular Missionary Alliance
Church.

In the spring of that year a minister from Cleve-

land settled here and started plans for an Oberlin Alliance
Church.

A few members gathered about the minister and worked

with him.

They held services in a rented room until about

seven years ago when the present building ",at South Main
and Groveland streets was rented.
I.d.,';;

The Alliance Chur,ch

grown steadily but slowly during these twenty-three

-,"drs.

Several ministers, two of whom were women, have

" ·l.'1Ted the Church.

Tl'ie preachel' at the present time is a

w..an, the first white preacher the Church has had.

The Alliance Ci'lUrch at present is centrally
c·l..ecl

in a new building on south Pleasant street,

f::t."d in March, 1939.

COID-

It was erected at a cost of about

, ·0, in addition to much free labor, which, according

o

P

of the church officers, would be valued at more
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than

fiv~

hundred dollars.

The church is a

larg ~

frame structure, furnishing seating capacity for two
hundred persons.

At present the Church is not com-

pletely furnished, but is in sh"pe 1:·to be used for
services.

The total inde bi<edness on the C!lurch is only

$350.00.

CHRIST TEMPLE
The discpssion of Christ Temple opens again the
story of emotional, religious temperament, but a j;ype
quite different in form of worship from that practiced by
members of the Alliance Church.

~Nenty-two

years ago a

religious sect called the Pentecostal Mission was started
in Oberlin.

After a few years, the name was changed to

Christ Temple.

This group has had three sites here in

Oberlin; two were rented, but the present one, a dwellinghouse, was purchased about seven years a§Q. The building
has been arranged for services of worship and will seat
about one hundred people.
In 1917 Reverend R, William Marrow, a former
astor at Gasemy Baptist Chur-ch, Cleveland, came to Oberlin
'.~1

related that the Lord had told him in a vision to

l.t:ELve Gasemy and start a Holy Ghost Church.

He was . directed

Oberlin, where a small group of people joined him and
J.
III

o

meetings in a home on south Park street for nearl}",(
years.

In 1919 Reverend Marrow moved his family to

_in and rented a store front for his group on South
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Main street and named it the Pentecostal Mission.

The

Mission went along enthuiastically for awhile and then
dropped down when rent, long delinquent, forced them to
move.

This same group purchased and enlarged a home on

Grafton street several years later.

III health forced

the pastor to resign, but his work was continued under
the leadership of Reverend Lawson, who had d::"ff'iculty
in keeping the group together.

Finally a third minister

took charge of the church and changed its name to Christ
Temple.

Tne church building, valued at !:;;l,BOO, was moved

to South Pleasant street and remodeled.

During the twenty-

two years of its existence it has had five rranisters, with
an average of five and one-half years as pastor.
SEVENTH DAY ADVEN1'IST
The Seventh Day Adventist Church is less than
three years old.

It was s tarted here in Oberlin by a

minister who came from Cleveland.

rt consists of a

small group of seventeen persons, including the minister's family.
ion

They have no church but have hel.d serllices

the Masonic Hall on Uorth Main street f.or two years •
.

1i.1'" minister states that his Sabbath ,School has thirty-

.0 1ve active persons enrolled, and that the ruembershill

h.s increased one-third since the church was organized.
In December of 1938 the group secured permission

r
01

I

the

East Oberlin School Board to use an abandoned

lichool building which they were to repair at their

0Wt. ',;.tpense.

The necessary repairs were made and the

-

,·,
70-

building was put in order, but unfortunately some vandals
entered the building, and as a result the interior was
damaged, chairs scattered and broken, and a cross burned
in the yard of the building.

Neighbors nearby advised

the group not to try to hold services, but said they knew
nothing about who did the damage.

Because of inability

to adjust the differences with the East Oberlin Coromuni ty, the group finally gave up the building and. at

t~1.e

present time are conducting their services in the llome of
their minister.

They have a vacant lot here in Oberlin

which was given by one .of their members, and plans are
being made to build a church in the near future.
WHY FIVE NEGRO CHURCHES IN OBERLIN?

The basis for the five colored churches is seen
in the failure of the older colored churches to meet fully
the religious n eeds of their people.

~he

Negroes drifted

away from the white churches because they did not feel
free to express themselves.

The first two colored churches

in Oberlin, Rust M. E. and Mt. Zion Baptist, were crgan'.zed with the aid and suggestiOns of leaders in the white
D1.urches (First Methodist and First Baptist); hence, many
vf their beliefs and practices were incorporated into the

c lored Church programs.

This again caused dissension

caUSe some of the Negroes felt there was

~oo

much re-

etion in the traditional northern church practices.
Of!

dissenters tended to group themselves into smaller

ts under the leadersh~p of someone who offered evan-

-74gelistic sermons, more emotional services and greater
+reedom of self-expression within the religious organization.
Th~LNegr.'lts

church is his main outlet for leader-

ship and expression, thus each added church provides an
opportunity
for more people to be honored with places of
,
distinction in their group.
CHURCH BUILDINGS AND EQUIPwlliNT
1.
at

~25,OOO,

Rust M. E. Church has a brick building valued
which is free of debt.

The present building

was erected in 1921, and at that time was an up-to-date
church.

The exterior with its red pressed-.b rick is on a

stone foundation.

According to the standard for church

buildings and equipment, given by the Indiana Survey of
Religious Education,l Rust Church comes we.ll within the
classification of a good church building. It can be said,
however, that the equipment and upkeep do not measure up
to standard.

There is a basement with ample space for a

dining-room that would seat approximately seventy-five
,Jeople if properly equipped.

TMe basement is divided into

kitchen, furnace and fuel rooms, all of which are poorly
~rnished.

Meanwhile, the dining-room is used for a play

o m and primary department of the Sunday School.

The

aUditorium will 'accommodate two hundred people;
be~~des
1i'3

the balcony has a seating capacity of fifty.

various smaller roolllS are poorly equipped and un'lctive.

•

The organ and piano are both in usable con-

Indiana Survey of Religious Education
~VOI. II, Part ~vo).

- 75dition, but there is a lack of hymn books, Bibles, and
,

' ;'\\',,:.0

literature for religious reading.

~ ..

.

.

THere is a vacant lot

in addition to the churchyard which could be utilized for
a play ground or for an adjoining building.
2.

Mt. Zion Bapt is t Churc h .

lit. Zion, which was completed in 1905, is like
Rust M. E. in many respects.

It is constructed of brick,

is free of debt, and is valued at $30,000.

The

bUi~ding

includes a basement, which is divided into two furnace
rooms, ladies' and men's rest rooms, which are in poor
condition.

On the main floor of the church is an ass em-

bly room that is frequently used for a dining-room, since
it is equipped with removable chairs and tables.
room also has a blackboard,

bulle~n

Tne

board, piano, and

two cabinets used for Sunday School literature and hymn
books •
1.1;'

Attached to this room is a kitchen, furnished with

gas ranges, tables, cupboards, ice-box, dishes and

: QKing utenSils, most of which are old and out of date,
'Ill

also a room which is used for a library and kinder-

'ten.

It likewise is poorly equipped, and according

ne Indiana Survey standard is very inadequate.

The

11 aUditorium, furnished with seats, will accommodate

\) . Llndred persons.
1'>=

It has a piano and an organ, but

ent no member of the church is trained to play the
The arrangement of the pulpit represents very old

~m~ch style and is a poor suggestion for worship.
~

in bad condition.

The

The church has secured new

but at present there are no Bibles.
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~

Christian Mi 58; Mary AJ lj ance.

This new building, started less than a year ago,
and valued at $5,000, was opened for worship during March,
1939.

It is plain and yet attractive.

The basement,

which has a side door entrance, is not yet in shape for
use; however, the plans are to have separate class rooms,
rest rooms, furnace and play rooms.

The main auditorium

is partially completed, with seats to accommodate about
one hundred people.

The full capacity, w-hen completed,

will probably take care of another hundred.

The altar

is beautifully arranged and decorated and has convenient
space for choir and

Sunday School rooms.

Its equip-

ment consists of a piano, hymn books and Bibles for most
of its members.
4.

Chri st Temple .

The present building, owned by the congregation
and valued at 1,;1,000, was formerly a private residence
and is very inadequate.

It has a seating capacity of

one hundred and twenty-five, a pulpit, choir

st~

pool

for baptism, some Bibles used for Sunday School classes,
~d

a few hymn books, which are of an assorted pentacostal

ype.

The building is heated w:;.th a parlOl' furnace and

• ere are only outdoor rest

roow~.

During the summer

mths the congregation is most uncomfortaple becaus e
tl

building can not be properly ventilated.
5.

The .Seventh Day Adventist.

This group has no church building.
V .~~ are held in the home of their minister.

Their serThere are
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two large rooms conveniently joined. by a wide open arch

and the small group has all the necessary conveniences
for seating.

However, no home is satisfactory for a '

public church gathering.

The congregation owns hymn books,

Bibles and denominational literature.

In spite of the fact

that the group is very small, the members are planning to
build a church this summer.

A study of the colored churches reveals that t.ne
total value of buildings and equipment is approximately
sixty thousand dollars ($00,000).

It reveals too that

all of the churches are inadequately equipped (some do
not come up to standard requirements) and are having a
definite struggle.

Nevertheless, it does show a sacrificial

struggle, a sequential growth, expansion and development,
distinctiveness and a desire for worship, as well as a
desire for self-expression.

-78FIGURE A.
COMPARISON OF THE AGES OF THE FIVE COLORED CELURCHES
IN OBERLIN TO DATE - 1936.

1938 is the last year in which statistics could be
secured for all the five churches discussed above.
Material could not be gotten from three of the '
churches. The total age of all the five Negro
churches is 165 years, with Rust M. E. and Mt. Zion
~ptist churches taking 124 of these years. It is
~nteresting to note that the churCh buildings and
facilities for program activities reflect, to some
'9xtent, the experience of their varying ages.
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CHAPTER III.
MEMBERSHIP AND PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
OF THE I'ffiGRO CHIJRCHES

In discussing the membership of the various Negro
churches, some attention will be given also tc.the

Negro

members in the white churches in Oberlin.
A glance at the membership of the white churches
shows that many Negroes were, and still are, members of
most of these churches • . Since they are made welcome and
the fellowship and type of service is to their liking ,
they have continued their membership rather than transfer
to the colored church.
Distribut±on of Colored Membership in Oberlin \Yhite
Churches. by Denomination. for four periods: (l911;ili938)
TABLE

Denomination

1917

Congregational
60
Baptist
22
Episcopal
28
Catholic
32
First Methodist
3
Total
145

XVIII.

1925

1935

1938

41
8
26
30
1
106

24
4
20
29

18
3
14
16

Q

0

77

51

The table shows a decided decrease of colored
m~mbership

yl;ars.

a

~ rease

in white churches over a period of twenty-one

The records of the churches indicate that the
has been due to various factors: transfer to

Qolored churches, deaths, removal from town, lack of
ogram activities for youth, and heavy financial obliga 10

which drove some from 'church.
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It is interesting to note where the larsest
membership is attending, or where the largest membership
is recorded.

Since there are no Negro Congregational,

Episcopal nor Catholic churches here, one can readily see
why they have a goodly number of colored members.
According to a study made by or under the
direction of Dr. Walter Fiske in 1921, the colored churches
began with a very small membership:
"Rust Methodist Episcopal Church
was founded in 1872 with 15 members; and
the Mt~ Zion Baptist Church was founded
in 1886 with 12 members. In 1921 the
churches had a membership of 93 and 109
respectively. The report of 1921 shows
five denominations, or sects, with a
total membership of 356." 1Negro Churches, Congregations, and Memberships, Way, 1921.
Church

Local
Members

Others Reporting
Preference

Mt. Zion Baptist 167
Rust M. E.
131
Christian Alliance 29
Apostolic !~ssion 20
~entecostal

158
87
33
8
1
287

9
356

Total

Total
Parish
325
218
62
28

lQ
643

2.

Of this report Mildred Fairchild says:

"M.!'.

Fiske I s report stresses the
increase in Negro population as the chief
cause for growth in church membership, but
the 1920 census shows no such increased
population.
Rather, smaller memberships
are claimed by the two leading colored
churches at the time, with Mt. Zion reporting 125 and Rust M. E. reporting 150. " 3.
f. W.. Fiske

I Oid.·

,

Census of

'Udr'e a1Fairchild; ,

Oberlin

CQmmunity,1921, p. 4.

Op. Cit., P ~ 72. (1925)

-81The membership of the various churches consiSs
of non-resident and non-active, as well as active members.
A non-resident member is considered to be one who resides
outside the community, but who contributes to the church
and keeps his membership there.

A non-active member is one

who resides within the community, whose name is on the
church records, but who neither contributes to the support
of the church, nor attends services regularly.

An active

member is one who attends (at least occ asionally; and pays
at least the minimum church dues, and expresses a desire
to cooperate with the church when and where possible.
Membership of Rust M. E. Church.
The membership of the Rust M. E. Church and
Sabbath School from 1901 to 1938, and the membership of
the Epworth League from 1911 to 1938, show an interesting
fluctuation • . The church membership in 1901 was 41 and it
grew continuously to 197 in 1921, but then started down,
reaching l25 in 1931, then ascended again to 160, which
it is at the present time.

The Sabbath School membership

for the same period has varied just as widely.

Beginning

with 101 in 1901, dropping to 59 in 1906, ascending to 97
lon 1921, descending again to 87 in 1926, then fluctuating
t~

160 in 1931 and sliding again to 85 and 68 r $spectively

in 1936 and 1938.

The League membership was 6Q in 1911,

t.lle:n dropped to 40 in 1921, 20 in 1926, but is now 60, with
te

reg~ar

attendance.

There is no available data that

.Lains the shift in the Sunday School, Epworth Leaguq,
~ld church membership, but it is the opinion of the leaders

c
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that the wave of indifference toward the churches in
general, as well as the lack of interest in youth and
adults, may indicate something of the cause for the
:cadica]. change.
A former minister of Rust Church, Rev. J. E.Wood,
thinks that the adults a.re responsible for the change, and
especially does he assign it to the lack of vital spiritual
life in adults, who Itneed the plain old-time religion.!!
The membership of Rust is distributed allover
Oberlin, with a majority located on the north and east
sides of tovm.

One very active family lives in the coun-

try six miles away.

Approximately twelve per cent of the

members live out of town.
Trend of Rust M. E. Church. Sunday Schoo]. and League
Membership 1.
League
sunday School
Church
Year
41
58
82
.156
197
1:;;.0:"
125
141
160

1901
1906
1911
1916
1921
1926
1931
1936
1938

101
5.9
86
90
97
.87

160
85
68

60
100
40
2.0
70,
60
28

The method of recruiting members has varied in
recent years.

Over a period of nearly fifty years most of

the Rust members have joined through revival meetings.
~oday,

i.

only a few members are affiliating with the church

M. E. Church Journal and Yearbooks of Lexington
Conference 1901-1927, and Local Church Files (1968)
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through per's uasion.

The more effective plan seems to be

through personal relationship with church members! QI' : Qn
recommendation of friends.

Some are urged to come in

because of special talents, and also in or der to aid the
church in its financial struggle.

Nearly all of the

present members of Rust Church live in Oberlin.
Rev. C. B. Copher, present minister, says:
"Most of our members live wi thfn
ten or fifteen minutes' walk from
the church. During my year as pastor
of Bust, no member has complained that
the distance prevented him from attending church."
Twenty

membe~live

and work out of to\vu.

t

Church officers

state that t hey do not get finances from more than 10%
of the out-of-town members, most of whom never visit the
church more than once per year.

The rest of the non-

resident members seldom visit or write the church.

About

74% of the present membership of Rust Church consists of
adults over t wenty-one years of age.
that

~e

It is estimated

are between thirty-five and fifty young people

enrolled, besides those non-church members who usually
: tend the Church School.

it. Zion Membership
The membership of Mt. Zion Church has grown steadl y from 1886 to 1925; in the thirty-nine years of its

tence the membership has grown from 6 to 2,' t5,members.
racords for 1930 show a decrease in membership of ten
, and the 1938 records show a decrease of 21 members.

-84This Record Shows Mt. Zion Membership Over Eight Periods
Year

Membership

1886
1889
1892
1895
1910
1915
1925
1938

12
30
40
91
140
275
184

6

The membership herewith recorded is

not~van

in an equal series of years, because the records for the
intervening years are not available.
An

interpretation of the 1938 membership

is as follows;
FUll membership
Watchcare If
Total
Active members
Inactive"
OUt-of-town II
Inactive ' "
in Oberlin

184
10
194
78
117
46
71

Where Mt. Zion Members I,ive
The members of Mt. Zion live within a mile and
a half of the church, with s eventy per cent of the active
members living only one to four blocks from the church.
It was ,revealed in a recent canvass that one-half of the
71 inactive members live within five blocks of the church
'j),d 45% of that number had not been to church that year
(1938).

Sh?i§tian Missionary Alliance Membership
The membership of the Alliance is only thirty-
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eight.

The Sunday

Sch~pl

has also thirty-eight enrolled

members, but at times many more attend.

The Alliance is

the only colored church in Oberlin that has shown a continued increase each year since its begnning.

The first

available record of attendance showed twenty-three members in 1928.

This is an average annual gain of one and

one-half members since its inception.

The gain is sig-

nificant when one compares it with the gain made in the
other colored churches, yet it is not out of proportion
to the membership growth of Rust and Mt. Zion for the
first twenty-one years of their progress here in Oberlin.
Their grov{th, in relation to the total colored population, has been rapid and steady.
G:omparison of Alliance Membership with Rust and , Mt. :zion
for the First T~enty Years of their Service

Membership after
1st 20 years

Church
Alliance
Rust M. E.
Mt. Zion

Colored Population
in Oberlin when the
Church'was first ' organized

38
58

666
612

91

683

1he membership of the Alliance is scattered.
That is, its members come from different parts of the town •
• '\)!'

the most part its membership consists of individuals
tor some reason or another have left a former church

ii.,~.

A statement frequently heard is:

liMy

members

'Ve their home church and go to the Alliance but only
of them stay 'chere.

Some ins is t, he"eve;r:, that

go because 'there is a deeper spiri 1::uaJ. manifes ta tien'

II
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or "They think they find satisfaction, but the thing
sought after is missed because the seeker takes the
emotional end of his experience and it never completely
satisfies. "
Christ Temple Membership
It has been said that the members of this congregation usually join under great emotion, and usually
at an evangelistic or pentecostal revival service where is
stre.ssed the profound need ()f holiness and sanctification.
Most of the membership consists of people who were formerly
allied with either Rust or rut. Zion Churches.

Unfortunately

these members have felt that they were not welcome in their
home church and that community spirit was lacking.

They

stress and emphasize brotherhood.
Seventh Day Adventist Membership
This church is very different from those previously mentioned, in that the=. ' members did not come from
other local churches.

Most of them had been members of

the denomination before coming to Oberlin, and inasmuch
~

there was no church here they went either to Elyria or

Cl.eveland for their worship.

they live in sections where colored people live, but

u
Cu~e

Bru

Their number is very small

from different sections of the town.

Their members

secured through personal efforts and Bible teaching.
a group they are thrifty and some are quite skillful
ID.ble teaching.
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CuMP@ISON OF THE THREE Sili4.LLER ClilJRCHEB--MEliilBERSHIP

Church

% Active

1925

1938

Alliance

34

38

80%

Christ Temple

78

40

92

17

1 00

Adventist

In both the attendance and financial slipyort,
records show that The Missionary Alliance and the
Seventh Day Adventist members are more loyal to their
churches than the members of Rust, Mt . Zion or Chris t
Temple. 1 This may be due, in part, to the training of
their members.

Another f actor seems to be the con-

sciousness of competition wi th the older churches, as
well as the loyalty built around the literal Bible
teaching of these two churches.
The records of membership in the colored
churches show c0nsiderable overlapping of names. For
~xample:
~ersons

~ ost

the present membership of Alliance shows six
who are active in Mt; Zion.

Rust Church has

about eighteen members to the Alliance and Christ

le.nple during the past six years. ·

Then, too, there

re a few cases where Alliance members overlap with
a. t.bers of the Christ

Temple, yet this t endl'l!:'l.wis

Very Slight.

?hrist Temple members are loyal in church attendance
out are unfaithful in financial responsibilities.
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEGRO CHURCH

1~MBERSHI P

IN OBERLIN (1938)

TABLE XIX. l.
Church

Total

%Active . Non-resident

Male

Female

Rust M. E.

160

70%

14

36%

64%

Mt . Zion

184

42

46

39

61

Alliance

38

80

4

43

57

Christ Temple

40

92

6

41

59

Adventist

17

100

4

49

51

COJy;PARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF PAR'gCIPATION IN
ACTIVITIES AND SUPPORT (1938)·
.

% of

Church

wtlO

~Iembers

do work

% in Two or

more activities

Annual

%who carry AV.' each
Arurual
Load

pays

~2l.25

:ru.s t M. E.

42%

29%

48%

Mt. Zion

33

27

44

17.00

Alliance

69

38

69

38 . 50

Clll' is t

51

32

47

9 . 50

86

49

79

:ge~:Z::i

4

Temple

v~ntist

_e l page 81 for explana tion of active members .

'=

aver age annual dues paid by the Allianc e members
not meet their budget. ' This shows that other
.11fl.ncial resources: have to be drmm upen .

0;)

-89The number of churched as compared with the unchurched
Negroes in Oberlin for the year 1938.
JliIt. Zion Baptisf
184
Rust M. E. Church
160
Nussionary Alliance
38
Christ Temple
40
Seventh Day Adventist 17

FIGURE B.

Total Negroes in Oberlin (1930 Census)
Total number in all Oberlin churches
etal number not in any church
( /igures taken from local Negro and white
church records.)

956
491
465

-90The five colored churches have in their meillbership 439 persons or 46.2% of the total Negro population.
The four white churches have 52 colored people on their
rolls.

The colored and white churches combined show a

Negro membership of 491 out of a total population of 956,
or 51.5% of the colored people who belong to some church.
The attendance records of these churches show
that only 69% of these members attend church regularly,
on an average based on the year's attendance.

However,

three church groups show an exception to this average.
These are:
Seventh Day Adventist with
Christ Temple
It
Missionary Alliance
11

92% attendance 1.
70
II
71

"

The low attendance at Rust M. E. and Mt. Zion
Baptist with 54% and 68% respectively, pulls down the average for all of tne churches.

I t is interesting to note,

too, that the three churches wit h the highest attendance
record have only 95 of the 439 members, or 21.5% of all
the members • . In the total colored membership of 490
t here are 70 children or young people under 18 years of
Co..;e, which makes a total of 14% of the membership livoung
people and children, 2. The four white churches show in
"",ir colored membership tha t there are 14 children or young
people, which shows 27.6% under 18 years of age.

In the

Fir~ t Congregational the membership has varied wi±h a bout
25 Lembers for the ten year period.

Membership in the

less variation than any of the others but
S,ite of reduced finances their activities continue about
se f igures come f rom church school records .
one-third of t he young peoulA " "" "" .,,. ,, -~

1 0

-91the same.

In the First Methodise, where a gain for three

periods is recorded, the following explanation is given:
!fThe ChlU'ch does not take members
off the roll unless they die or are transferred. That means the chlU'ch record shows
all members for all time whether aotive
or not. The increased membership does not
represent an increased interest, activity
nor income. On the contrary we have more
members, but less interest and activity;
however,. the chlU'ch is ,beginning to show
signs of growth for the first time.!f 1.
While the Catholic ChlU'ch has a registered
membership of 220, the Priest stated:
!fAt present 120 additional members attend the chlU'ch regularly and
make contributions, but they are not
registered, therefore, can not be
counted as members. The Catholic ChlU'ch
shows a steady increase in its membership over the period of ten years.
This figlU'e is in keeping with the tI'end
of Catholic membership throughout the
country."
The Episcopalians have a decrease in their membership over the ten years.

There is also a corresponding

decrease in the attendance.
Among both the white and colored chlU'ches there
is an up and down trend in all phases of chlU'ch life.

This

is not only characteristic of Oberlin, but it seems to be
a wave of onfluence felt elsewhere.

If there is anyone

statement that sums up the needs of all the chlU'ches as
~~pressed

by those in immediate touch with their activities,

it is certainly one that seeks effective cooperation of the
members within the ChlU'ch itself .
,
.I..

C" "'Ii •. Yocum, Officer First M. E. ChlU'ch, Oberlin, 1938.
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~MBERSgIP

OF ALL OBERLIN CHlfRCHES: 1928. 1933 and 1938

Negro Membership; Negro Churches

Church

1928

1933

Rust M. E.

249

176

Mt. Zion

253

168

1938

%Active

160

70%

184

42

';·,l..., , "

Ndssionary Alliance 38

06

38

80

Christ Temple

74

54

40

92

·0
614

0
434

17
439

100

Adventist
Total

Negro Membershi:Q; White Churches

Congregational

41

30

18

Methodist

3

2

1

Baptist

8

4

3

28

2Q

14

;22
lJ.2

80

24

12

Episcopal
Q11.thoj,;bc
Total ·

Whi te

Congregational

~!embershiQ:

52

White Churches

1170

1185

1163

Methodist

398

412

4 50

Baptist

108

101

99

Catholic

206

216

220 (120 not regis t ered)

l::.lliscopal
Total

124
2006

108
2022

98
2027

'lotal Negro
titybers
Gr!!lld Total

726
2732.

514
2536

491
2518

J'lgur. C •

"'.IIpa.rbon of the ft81a",08 ot t.he r.:..b_Hhlp of th_

P1Ye I.lord

Ohv.rohe. to Theta- BU48eta, 19'1-1934 •

200
~t.Z1on

200,

184

I

175

~

100

·~-----------------________~o
i\ • Zion ..... i?ro.,i:t
,lUIt M.E.-fte"

AIUan..... S1_
Cbzo1e\ Tellpl... Slaok
7th Da, Aclvent. GH8J1

taken ~rom local church's records.

(
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!he oomparatiye Growth of \he Loo.l Colore4
Ch~oheel ~e.ber.hlp ~r

a Perla4 of Toa Xeare

1928- ·1938

.150
100

1----.,.--- - . " - - - - - - - 50

__---:------.....ow..--..:-.-.-------.Zlon -

Greea

lilAe" s.E .-Bl1w

Uhriat Te~1.~e4
Ullanoe ,- lIHWn
7th Dal Advent. •.yellOw

---'------------------....--'

.. ..;..,
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A COMPARISON OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOLS OF THE COLORED

CHURCHES, THEIR MEMBERSHIP, TEACHERS, AND
TYPE OF LESSONS USED FOR 1937-1938.

Sunday
School

Chur¢'h _Banooll.:, verage
Membership At tendance
-Teachers

TYPE UF LESSONS
Uniform Graded

Rust

68

52

8

Adults

Primary

Mt. Zion

90

58

10

Adults

Primary

Alliance

38

30

5

Bible

Primary

Christ Temple

35

34

4

Adults

Primary

Adventist

35

35

4

Primary
Teacher
Training
Denominational
Literature
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Program Activities:
In many instances the programs of the Negro
churches in Oberlin are marked by distinctive features,
although they have followed largely the pattern set up
by the white churches.
•

"From early time, the program of the
church has included those things
common to most . churches of the working classes and people of ordinary
means." 1.
The study, up to this point, shows that the Negro
church in Oberlin is no exception to this statement.

The

reaction of the colored people to .the new stimuli toward
modified programs, presented by newcomers, have been various
as will be seen in the representative programs now in operation here in the. local churches.

Some of these churches

have retained,unchanged, the traditional program inherited from the parent church, . except for the ad&ition of one
or two general social features that are peculiar to the race.
Two of .thE'l . ~ocal churches, ' P.ust and Mt. Z:l.on, have expanded
their

traditiona~

programs by giving particular

a~ntion

to

specialized non-religious . activities. Their programs emphasize the social and community-serving needs.

The regular

abbath and midweek services are carried on quite silliilarly
t

those in other

churches~

The Sabbath School at Rust is conducted by ten
t~"chers, eight of whOlll lire fairly active and conscientious

bout their duties.
l.

The primary department is separate from

E. Mays.and ;r;-,W • . Nich<;>ls'on, .

Thta NegrO!:; Chnrch, p. 119

-97from the adult department, with graded literature and the
uniformi'~¥

of lessons for adults.

In this depar1;ment
are
,
".

three Seminary students who teach classes regularly.

One

student serves in the capacity of superintendent •
.The Sunday School has a department for the training
of teachers,
, but unfortunately, it is poorly

~ttended.

It

is evident that there is much room for improvement in thi&
work as may be seen by the small number enrolled at present
in the Church School.

Perhaps among ...the . reasons, for. ; . "

this situation is that many who would gladly attend are
working and have to be on duty elsewhere, on Sunday as well
as during the week.
During the summer month!) Rust Chwoh,' usually conducts several ,reek-day activities under different auxiliaries
in order to raise money for the growing needs of the Church.
Thus far they have been successful and very popular with
the younger folk.

Various kinds of entertainment are

planned .in order that a compatible relationship rr.ay exist
between ,.the ,e.lder and younger groups.
Mt.Zion Activities.
The work at Mt. Zion follows the regular routine
service on Sunday, except that the Young Peoples! Union
. aets during the afternoon for its service.

Mt. Zion it-

',li' has changed from the usual Baptist church
·,vival service.

type

of

The observance of Lent, as well as a

."l'ies of services
giving emphas:i!s. to church membership ,
.
~;

e stressed.
r~

Each department is asked to do personal

in the field in which its interest lies.
,'~:r:.- ..; .\," ~",,-'

•..r• •_.

Teachers
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are asked to do personal work in their classes.

The

Sunday School assembly period devotes a short time to
give emphasis to church attendance and membership.
ally a month before Easter a part

Usu-

the assembly period

0 ·[

is set aside for capable students from the Seminary to
give emphasisfoand stress the value of church membership.
This series of services is closed with a Decision Day.
Tile method has been very gratifying and severai young and
old people have come into the church and expressed a
willingness to serve in any capacity.I·The activities and
regular services are quitesiBilar to those held at Rust
M. E., except.that certain days, peculiar to the denomination, are observed at different times during the year.
Week-day activities include prayer meetirg,choir rehearsal,
board meeting, pastor1s new-member training , class, auxiliaries, and clubs.

The church

a~o

~

'

sponsors annually
.
~

the College Cosmopolitan Club, College Glee Club, a
urogram for Race Relation Sunday, and a vacation Bible School.
;±ssionary Alliance Activities
Program activities at the Alliance consist mostly
o' the regUlar Sunday and mid-week

~rayer

service.

The

..

~""' "

Surlday service begins at six olclock in the morning with
Their Sunday School is held during the afternoon,

'.

tor. a.n . ~vening service of worship and song. The work done at

A_.Liance is Bible-centered.

It stresses the Lord1s

coming, and emphasizes the life of Cb;F.ist and his
~len·.
~

return, which makes quite an impression on the young

, Ilnty-two members came into Mt. Zion this year by this
. hOd. Th~ other churches had no revivals this year.

people.

It likewise stresses the value of, and gives

especial emphasis to missionary work and giving.

It surely

is gratifying to knov.' that the Alliance group, which consists of only thirty-eight members, gave five hundred
dollars to foreign missions and education, during the past
two years.

This same group also gives much time to ccm-

petitivechildren's activities, for which prizes, cash
and materials are donated.

During the summer, free pic-

nics and dinners are given for any who wish to participate.

A ten-day revival, with preaching mostly by the

pastor, is scheduled for each spring or summer.
church includes in its program two

weel~

The

at Beulah Beach

with the National Alliance camp meeting activities.

Many

children from other churches attend Sunday School with this
group.

This method has been very effective and helpful,

and possibly other churches could profit from their example.
Ac t i vities a t Clmw Temple
The type of work done at Christ Temple is on the
same ,order as that which is being carried on in the other
~olored

churches.

mducted.

Occasionally an early prayer meeting is

The group goes on fre<iuent ftfasts" and tarries

Ir the Holy Ghost.

They pray fllong and talk in tongues If;

.• e:' insist: "God is to be understood ar,d not misundert

d."

* Christ

members maintain that the other churches
right religion.

It is their contention

.lief that one must be baptized in Jesus' name, and
...

the rllilD.e of "Father, Son and Holy Ghost."

;-~~~~
m=i=d~
w~
eek

Their

services are practically the same as

A member of Christ Temple
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those in other churches, with the exception of a "Home
Builders ft group.

The purpose of this group is to give

emphasis to character building in the horne.

Their m1n-

ister,and several members who were interviewed, ex- .
pressed a willingness to work with the other churches
in improving the religious life of the community.

They

likewise stressed the nee,d of more cooperation.
Seventh Day ,'Adventist ACtivities
The program of this group is somewhat different
from the others in that the fundamental interest is placed
"

on the Bible.

Much emphasis is placed upon Law, Prophecy,

and the "latter daysfl.

The services are all held on Sat-

urday, since it is observed as their Lordls Day.

They

give expression to young peoplels activities, but under
experienced adult leadership, and in direct keeping with
the church denominational emphasis.

One of the greatest

needs of the group is for a suitable place to worship.
The Minister, as well as the group, have expressed a
willingness to cooperate with the other local churches in
order to help meet the needs of the community.

The programs of the various religious organizations, included in this study, cover a wide variety
~.

activities.

A local minister maintains:

liThe Oberlin Negro churches have
a lot of things going on, but s o far as
actually doing any " c6nstructiv~ religious
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work, the programs are lacking.
It seems to me that our churches
will have to clarify their objectives,
redefine their programs, in the light
of present needs, or else be found
wanting.
The kind of a program we
need calls for changes and readjustments as well as tolerance on the part
of the different church ministers,
members, and all who participate." 1.
The programs of the various churches included
in this study are not noticeably conditioned by the wide
difference in the budgets and salaries paid the respective
ministers.

One reason may be due to the churches with

smaller budgets paying the lowest salaries, but at hUe
same time having better church buildings, free of debt,
and better trained ministers.

There is a corresponding

relation between these smaller churches with larger
budgets, but paying higher salaries per capita, such as
may be seen in the growing physical plan:- and building
programs.

This is also seen in the large missionary

budget carried by the Christian Missionary l'. Alliance.
The other churches have missionary budgets, but they
are much smaller.

Mt. Zion's missionary budget is

$124.00, Rust's ~noo.oo, while Christ Temple's consists
only of free-will offerings.

1.

Charles B. Copher, Minister of Rust M. E. Church.
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A COMPARISON OF BUDGETS AND SALARIES
OF THE OBERLIN NEGRO CHURCHES FOR 1940.
Chll-rCh,rs:

I

W'/$~
J
IV\T. Z,on

'l"$/..;0t

JJOlI';t;s1-

r

~//.$ff$$U/I

J

CltY-lS-tv

W////~

k/T7~/c

I

.

~////,1',;1

00

I
500.

'J
1000.

1500

2000.

2500

3000

It is interesting to note two very important
<.ls pects of this report. One is the relation of the budget
t
the minister's salary, and also a comparison of the
5' laries and budgets of the Negro's churches. The Christian
_~ Sionary leads in both the highest budget and the highest
a~ary paid, that is, in proportion to its membership.
Seventh Day Adventist ranks second, Christ Temple
•.... d, Rust M. E. fourth, and Mt. Zion Baptist last, with
Ie largest membership and the most adeauate church
~ ~.

p'.

·

-103Leadership. Problems and Needs in Oberlin Negro Churches
Leadership in Rust Church

A.

The

~uality

of the work in Rust M. E. Church may

be estimated by the type of leadership it has, both lay and
ministerial.

The

~ualification

of each, the type of pro-

grams conducted, their influence in

thecpmm~ty

as well

as the clarification and development of their ultimate
objectives.
The lay leadership at Rust Church is not of a
specialized type, either in interest or

~ualification.

To

this local leadership, however, is to be added a small
number of Seminary students who have had training but are
limited to some extent in their experience and freedom to
work out new plans.

It is quite generally accepted that

the Seminary students have given some valuable suggestions
and have also been successful in their leadership, but they
are handicapped tremendously because they ha.veLlimited c
time.
Records show that Rust has had t V7entY""nine
~astors,

from 1891, the time of the first conference min-

.!.ster, to 1938.
~(lllege

Of this group, twelve were trained in

or Seminary.

S uthern institutions.

Most of this group were trained in
Their average term of service at

thas been two and one-half years.
ll.:

Their leadership

executive ability is sho¥m by the fact that eight were

si;rict SUperintendents, one a College president, one an
1.

or of the Methodist Advocate.

Five others "became
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mat,r opolitan ministers and leaders in their denomination,
serving leading churches in Chicago, Cincinnati, New York,
St. r,ouis and Los Angeles.
The qualification of either lay or ministerial
leaders is not fully specifiea by the local church.

The

conference and .a ssociation to which the church belongs have
certain requirements.

Theyrecommend that the minister mast

have some Seminary training, preferably that he be a College
graduate with Seminary training besides.

In regard to the

lay leaders, many of them are high school graduates, and
have had from three to fifteen years! experience in some
line of Church work, preferably in the Sunday School and
Young People!s work.
B.

Mt. Zion Leadership
To give a clear perspective of the leadership at

Mt. Zion, it seems appropriate to discuss the ministers
as well as the lay leaders.

Thus far, Mt. Zion has had

seventeen ministers, ten of whom it can be said had been
trained in theology, four at Oberlin, five at other nort;1ern
Semlna~les;

and one

~n

the south.

The other seven ministers

varied between eighth grade, high school and 6ollege . educationa

~ll

of these Dlen had taken some Seminary courses,

·.ther in residence or by correspondence.

The lay leader-

lj.1.:p is made up of fairly well trained persens with much ex·j.ence.

In the Sunday School there are ten teachers, six

. nom have been trained in the Seminary; two in special
ry methods, and two others who had done some college

j
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work.

In a survey. of the churches here in the village,

it was revealed that Mt. Zion has the best trained Sunday
School staff in Oberlin.

B-.i best trained, I mean based on

the percentage of the staff that is specially trained for
religious and primary work.

An outstanding and commendable feature about
Mr. Zion is the Church's insistence that no Sunday School
nor young peoples' leader shall be elected who is. not at
least a high school graduate and has had some training along
the line of work they wish to pursue.

Then, too, the train-

ing must be equal to the type of instruction offered by the
Religious Education Train.eng

School of the local churches.

At the present time all the teachers and leaders have met
and fulfilled that requirement.

MOl'eover, it can be said

that for the past twenty years Mt. Zion has had no minister
in charge who was not a college graduate with Seminary
training completed or

~nthe

process of completion.

The

Church is insistent that adequate training standards shall
be maintained.
C.

Missionary Alliance Leadership
Leadership at the Alliance seeillS to be consecrated.

Lay

workers who give and work are both loyal and faithful.

Some are members of two churches; therefore are doing double
duty.

However, the record shov-lS that they give noticeably

or"e money to the Alliance.

All of the Alliance ministers

about whom any information could be secured were people who
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had had training in Bible doctrine.

The minister of the

Alliance Church at the present time· was trained in a
recognized missionary training school, and is without a
doubt the best qualified leader the church has ever had.
Nearly all of the workers in the Sunday School are high
school graduates, and in addition have done considerable
extension wcrk in Bible under the tutelage of their minister.
D.

Leadership in Christ Temple
It can readily be said that the leaders at Christ

Temple are keenly aware of their obligation and devotion to
the church.

There seems to be more awareness to defend its

faith than to incres.se its budget.

It is most unfortunate

that about eighty per cent of the total membership is untrained, having less than high school education.

However,

they do have great faith in the Bible, wnich is taken 1i terally and looked upon as being infallible.

Pastors who have

served this group have stressed the importance and infallibility of scripture.

Since its inception there have been

five different pastors, each of whom has served on an average of f9ur years.

Their leader at tile present time has

b"en with them a little more than six years.
E.

Leadership of the Seventh Day Adventists
ffThe leaders of this church including
their minister are trained in their denominational school, where the type of training,
instruction and investigation is kept uniform;
where faith and belief in a supreme being
is a basic factor. ff 1.
Chas .''' Stevtart,., 1.5inister Oberlin Seventn Day
Adventist Chl1]"~h
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The type of leadership done in this small group
c ompares 'f avorably with the best work done in any,. of the
colored churched in Oberlin or elsewhere.

For loyalty,

attendance and training, they shoUld be highly commended.
For the most part, this group is made up of people who were
formerly members of Baptist churches, but who left that
denomination in search for the truth in the Scripture .
Since they observe Saturday as their Sabbath, it gives
,.~- :,~

their young people an opportunity to attend activities
elsewhere on Sunday.

Thus far a compatible relationship

exists between the churches.
It can be said for the leadership of these five
churches under discussion that it is on the whole above
average, that is, the leaders have had enough formal

edu~

cation and training in leadership as Vlell as experience,
to carryon the work effectively.

One thing can be said,

however: one sees in the individual church a keen rivalry
of spirit which prevents effective cooperation, and reduces the efficiency of the leaders in many cases to a
great extent.

Then, too, what is true in the individual

church with respect to leadership is also common between
the different churches.

The latter

see~s

to be more in-

tense be t'l1e en lay leadership than ministerial leadership.
Obviously, the Negro Church faces one of its greatest
problems in leadership because :
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1.
2.

3.

4.

It has few opportunities to motivate
and develop leaders.
The local people W~10 have ability in
leadership are forced to go elsewhere to .seek employment.
The conservative attitude of older
members does not encourage leadership
in youth.
The number of churches with their
various creeds reduces efficiency.

The foregoing problems are seen to hinder the
Negro church in Oberlin, but it must be understood that they
are neither Negro nor Oberlin's problem.

Naturally, they

are found in and are peculiar to all groups living :in :;:;hllHa;r
condi tions •
Some Problems Named by leY Leaders
"Local church members want to take full
control of the church without assuming the
responsibility of leading financially and
educationally.
The Negro churches have the problem of
having to depend upon people who work hard at
long hours every day and who need to rest at
night. Often on Sunday several of these
people have to work; thus they C8.n not fill
their plac e in the church' s program without
hampering it."
1.
"Many Negroes look up to their church
as a second-class church, because the northern
Negro, before the war, was overshadowed in:
the white churches. He had little or no
leadership opportunities. He never learned
to respond to, nor trust Negro leadership;
and as a result he goes into his church halfhearted, and with a critical ear to his lead~
er's faults, as compared with the white
church leader's efficiency.1I 2.
The problem of rapid turnover in ministerial
~'dersnip

here is vexing.

-Jhal'les·(· B;Lackburn.j
J. S'. :Burton,..

The Negro wants a minister who

Officer, Rust i'Yi. E. Church
Officer, Mt. Zion Church
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can win the respect of the white people in his community,
They want an intellectual, well-trained leader"

A leader

of this type must be one with excellent College or Seminary
training.

The difficulty here is that the local church

budget is insufficient, and will not maintain a leader
whose investment, educational demands, and living standard
are equal to the people1s wishes.

Experience has shown

that the leaders go into larger fields, and because of
this many do not enter 'IIhole-heartedly into the church work,
A

Number
of
Leaders

OF LEADERSHIP AND TRAINING
IN OBERLIN WEGRO CHURCHES FOR 1938
TABLE XX,

CON~ARISON

Types
of
Leaders

5

Ministers

7

Supt.

TRAINING
Seminary College

Denom, '
Bible
School

High
School

2

2

I

2

4

1

7

16

,-5

19

25

31

Teachers

49

Officers

5

8

Musicians

2

1

5

3:6

q

43

100

Leaders

4

6

Under
High
School

32

These one hundred leaders in the five Negro
Churches represent a wide variety of training,
There are just six seminary and eleven college
trained persons in the one hundred, leaving
eighty-three belOW college training, who are among
the one hundred leaders of four hundred ninety-one
members in the five Negro churches.
The seminary
trained are in Rust M. E. and Mt. Zion Baptist
Churches, ' The Missionary Alliance and the Seventh
Day Adventis¢ .have denOminationally Bible trained
ministers • All of the churches have college
trained persons on their Sunday School staff except the ' Missionary Alliance (Rust 4, Mt. Zion 5,
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Christ Temple 1, Seventh Day Adventist 1.)
Among the five college trained officers:
Mt.· Zion 2, Rust 1, Christ Temple 1, Seventh
Day Adventist 1.
TERM AND QUALIFICATION OF NEGRO CHURCH LEADERSHIP IN OBERLIN
A.

MINISTERIAL LEADERSHIP

Church

Age of
Church

Number of
ministers

Aver.yrs.. Qualification
of service of ministers

Rust M. E.

67 yrs.

29

Seminary tr. 11
mostly southern
3 in north

Mt. Zion

54

17

Sem. tr. 10
Av.H.S.tr. 7

Alliance

21

7

3

Christ Temple

22

5

4t

Adventist
B.

MissionSch. 2
others rl.S.

Present
1 Minister

3

College
2
High School and
Church " Leadership training.

LAY LEADERSHIP 1.

=-~-;--:----:----;;--:::---~---::-:-:----;;;-----------

Yrs. of
Church
Av. Age of No. of
________~~~~
Leader ____~~~~~
Leaders ____~S~e~r~v~i~c=e_
Rust

31

15

5

Mt. Zion

28

19

7

Alliance

36

7

9

Christ Tem. 44

6

4

Adventist

5

Training
Seminary 3
H.B.
8
others, experienced
Seminary 4
College 3
H. S.

43

5

Bible Sch. 3,
H.';';. & Bible
training
2
College
2
H. S.

3

2

Blble Sch. 2
Colleg e
I
H. S.

2

Material for this comparison was taken from individ~l
church records, testimonies of ministers, sunday School
superintendents and church "clerks".
1.

Lay leadership includes all workers except ordained
minister in charge
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Graph I.
Comparison of A~erage Years of Ministe~and Lay
Leadership in the Five Negro Churches from their
organization dates to 1940.
Rust
Mt.Z!on
M.E.
Baptist
Church

ClU"istian
Missionary
liance

Ol'J.rist
Temple

Siventh
Day

dventist

12

11
10
9
8

7
6

.

~

iI

6

Q

J""

I

4

3

2

ltinister- Blue
Iayman--

Red

This graph shews that the agerage years of service
of the layman exceed that of the minister by forty
per cent. This is due in part to the permanent
reSidence of the layman. while most oil. the ministers
Come to Oberlin to pastor some church or to study.
The ~venth Day Ativentist Church has had only one
minister who is permanently located in Oberlin.
Facts taken from local churches' records~
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CHAPTER IV.
CONCLUSION.
The facts growing out of the study suggest that,
apparently no generation of Oberlin colored people, in
recent years, has stood so much in need of the
sympathy, and improved standards of living.

guidance ~

In brief,

no generation of Oberlin colored people, in recent years,
has had a greater need for the

reo~ganization

of church

programs to meet the needs of the people.
This study shows that the lack of adjustment has
produced many problems that call for help from organized
religion, local church cooperation, and united community
effort.
Chapter IV is not a solution of the problem of
this thesis.

It is not an end of the discussion, but only

an investigation brought to a focus where certain guiding
principles may be applied in considering the Oberlin Negrols
needs and improving his condition.
In my investigation I have discovered that the
Churches have kept few and incomplete records.

As a

matter of fact the records of some of these churches were
not available to the public.

This made it ve:oydifficult

to Jet accurate data for comparison.
This conclUSion, therefore, will discuss briefly
each chapter, its findings and problems in relation to the
t tal life of the ("b~:rlin Negro.
h

It will give special

H ce to, and keep aware of his church life.
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In Chapter I, The Negro in Oberlin1s History
and Background, it has been observed that both Oberlin
and the Negro church in their history and development
are marked with incidents that are peculiar to the town.
It is noteworthy that the town, from its early history,
considered favorably the cause of the Negro and thereby
made some provision to help him.
was the advocation of freedom.

This help in brief
Oberlin was notorious

for its activities on the IIUnderground Railway" during
the Civil War era.

Then, too, Oberlin was among the

first towns to extend full freedom of participation in
church and community life to the Negro.
In view of the fact that Oberlin has accepted

the Negro and given him recognition as a full citizen, to
the extent of his ability to participate, it was seen
how his limited background and conservative religious
life made i t difficult for him to adjust himself to the
white churches; consequently, he sought to establish his
own church.
One c,an readily see that the Negro developed
skill and leadership, and likewise took an active part
in the bUSiness, civic and industrial life in the community.

During the past three decades, the Oberlin Negro

has been losing some of his economic and civic advantages.
This, according to facts revealed in the study, is due to
lack of training and foresight on the part of the Negro,

"'.d also

to a gradual limitation of privileges for work and
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business opportun;i.ties on the part of the whites, especially those who did not know the traditions of the
town nor the Negro himself.
Basically, all religious, social and cultural
activities of the Negro are conditioned by the economic
status of the individual and the group.
Throughout the study, one sees a relationship
between the background and the church life of the Oberlin
Negro.

~ast

The

changes taking place in his economic

c ondition are reflected in his church life.
In Chapter II, one sees the Negro's whole background expressing itself in religious
various churches.

activiti~s

in the

The Oberlin Negro Church'reflects the

influence of Oberlin Seminary in its tendency toward
formal programs, also that of the College and '.'I'hi te churches.
Each of these five Negro churches is a definite
outgrowth of some social division of the Negro people.
These divisions in religious matters are traceable partly
to College and Seminary influence as well as to that of
Negroes coming from other tovms with a wide diversity
of religious ideas, mainly conservative.
It is evident that these churches are suffering
from a great internal conflict.

Their innate desire is to

have a Church whose intellectual standard is in keeping
w~ th

the local white churches, but the contrast between
actu~l

intellectual life and basic religious

keep the groups divided.
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The membership program and leadership, as discussed in Chapter III, comes nearest to revealing the
true nature and handicaps of these churches, as well as
their conflicting problems and needs.

Membership in tne

five Negro churches, li",e that in t he local white churches,
shows · a steady decline of Ne gro meabers during the past
three decades.

'Elle Negro churches show a loss in member-

ship of about 24% during the past three decades, as

COlli-

pared with an increase in both the Negro population: and
in the white church membership.
Tile decrease in Negro church membership has
followed along with the prolong ed unemployment conditions,
as well as with the trag ically low income of the OberlJ..n
Negr o .
Many probleres peculiar to tne Oberlin Negro
have been revealed during this investigation.

Foremost

of these are :
1.

2.

Financial:
a.

Inadequate chur'ch budget

b.

Inadequate local wage f or
Negroes

Leadership:

a.

Leadership not properly trained

b.

Social division awong leaders

c.

Lack of proper time for preparation
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COllllllunity:
a.

Inadequate funds for recreation

b.

Motivation of programs.

c.

]If,isunderstandJ.ng between workers
and employers

Ci.

Lack of proper cooperation of
church and community

e.

Housing facilities inadequate.

f.

Large amount of delinquency.

The study shows that very little has been done to
solve these conflicting probleI,ls.

Few of the churches are

attempting any form of readjustment, especially a readjustment of programs in order to Illeet the neeCis and interest of
young people.

Rust and )lit. Zion have taken the initiati¥e

and in their efforts are moving slvwly toward a desired goal.
However, because of inadequate buildings, recreation facili ties, limited budgets, and lack of trained lea,dership, no
definite results are vJ.sible.

Local groups are strivlng

for remedial measures to meet the baffling economic
tion here.

situ~-

The housing proble).] is untouchea., so far as

definite results are concerned, although auttlOrities have
hoped to build new and better hOmes and to dispense with
those that are unfit.

With regard to the socJ.al, rec1'e-

ational, cultural, and mlemployment problems, the Phillis
Wheatley Community Center has been organized in order to
offer definite help in the various activities.
Further investigation undoubtedly W'oulCi show that
t ~ '"

are still many problems that have not been pointed out.

en the whole, it seems apparent that all of the strategiC
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problems, economic and social, are definitely related to
and reflected in the church life of the Oberlin Negro.
None of these problems can be solved immediately, but
from the point of view of the Negro churches much can be
done toward their improvement, providing adequate funds
and leadership can be secured and promoted.

Remedial

measures should be taken to motivate the various programs
in order to include more of the young and non-churched
people.

The Church is greatly in need of cooperation

and friendliness on the part of its members.

It needs

workers who will concern themselves about the community
and problems that are conducive to good clean living.
In short, it needs to cooperate sympathetically with
those who have problems in common.

Then, .too, it needs

life and constructive living.
The churches can meet some of these needs t hrough
effective cooperation in:
1.

Occasional union services.

2.

Sponsorship of Scout Troops.

3.

More effective community center
partiCipation.

4.

F~change

5.

Training through religious education.

6.

Insistence upon better qualified leaders .

7.

Working with the Juvenile Court.

8.

Redefining their progrmns.

of leadership.
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The material studied and the personal interviews
in this study

have led to the suggestion of some principles

which will bring both church and community together in a
better Vlorking relationship, and will enrich the social and
religious life of the community, as well as safeguard he
people in the midst of various conflicts.
principles take as their main ,objective

The suggested
intelligent undeI'-

atanding of the situation and cooperation in an effort to
i mprove it.
We find that it is precisely the fUIlction of the
church to help people face reality, and to supply thew with
motives and principles ;,f or seeking the best solutions in
,

~.

the light of wisdom and the love of God.

The church is

the foremost organization through which reJ,.i:g.'!'on :i:'inds corporate expression.
The ministry of the Negro Church must be reconstructed, if it is to play its part in the building of a
society in which selfish profit-making is to give way
to social usefulness and creative living.

At present,

the Negro Church in Oberlin seems to be divided by stubborn
adherence to denominational creeds which have no deep
Significance in life.

A few earnest leaders have sought

to bring religious practice into harmony with recent advances, but the church, on the whole, ' is lacking at this
Point.

It has sanctioned division, aided in the mass

selfishness of the individual members, and has failed to
d."al boldly with poverty and the recreational needs of the
Oberlin Negr o .

-119The principles suggested must aim to g±ve
ample consideration to . the expressions of Negro youth
They must allow youth to speak its mind, present its
problems, state its points of view.

Adults must listen

and discuss fully and reply sympathetically.

Repre-

sentatives of the College, town and Churches, together
with representations from the home and civic groups,
must sit together and hear youth.
they can, they must offer.

Then they must plan,

tQgether, to meet the needs at hand.
community do?" and

Such counsel as

I'Whatcan our

"What plans should we make?!!

"HoW' can we strengthen our church?"

- these are

questions that each church in the community will have
to ask and attempt to answer eventually, if not nowl
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